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A reformatted Shields relation, z = O.O45(p.
_p)gD6D, is used to estimate

the shear stress required to remobilize the maximum-size particles from high-gradient river

reaches having bed material ranging in size from gravel to boulders. The analysis uses a

mobility ratio, expressed as the fluid shear stress during bank-full conditions,

= 1/8f,pU2, over the reformatted Shields entrainment stress calculated from the size

of the bed material. The mobility ratio, r,,J r,,, for bank-full discharge is much less than

unity for most of the 33 sites analyzed. It is concluded that extension of the reformatted

Shields equation to flood deposits and boulder-bed rivers to estimate past hydraulic

conditions or to determine flushing flows for regulated rivers could result in significant

error.

The concept of wave competence is developed here and applied to boulders and

gravel on a beach. Two equations are derived, one to estimate critical threshold mass,

MRU, where
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and another to estimate minimum stable mass, MHSb, where
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Estimates from 111-41 accurately match field data giving the largest boulder transported

on a beach during storm events. Equation 111-42 predicts stable stone mass in the range

defined by the Hudson formula, but has the advantage over the Hudson formula of

incorporating the physically important parameters of wave period and swash velocity into

a practical expression and thus avoids the need to guess a value for an empirical stability

coefficient.

The beach crest is a common morphological feature formed by the deposition of

sediment carried up-slope by wave swash. Two equations are derived that relate the

height of the beach crest, h, to the wave forces and the beach material:

and
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Equation IV- 11 compares the wave force acting to move a stone up the beach face with a

weight force acting to hold the stone in place. Equation IV- 15 relates the potential energy

per unit area of the beach crest to the total wave energy that lifts and deposits the material

above a given sea-level datum. The actual crest height of a natural gravel beach was

accurately estimated by both equations.
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CHAPTER 1

WAVE COMPETENCE AND MORPHODYNAMICS OF BOULDER AND
GRAVEL BEACHES

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The general theme of this dissertation is extension of the concept that the size of

the largest stone composing a coarse grained deposit reflects the magnitude of the

hydraulic event that last transported it. This concept has been referred to in past riverine

work as flow competence. It is based on the intuitive notion that threshold shear stress

can be inferred from the size of the largest particles transported by open channel flow.

This idea is applied here to the beach environment. To do this, the quantitative techniques

employed in the riverine environment are modified to apply to wave action on boulder and

gravel beaches. Therefore, the term wave competence is used here to refer to the ability

of waves to entrain boulder and gravel-size particles composing a beach in a manner

similar to the concept of flow competence in rivers.

Three main objectives were addressed. The first objective was to critically

exarthie accepted flow competence techniques as a method for assessing the mobility

potential of bank-full discharge events for steep-gradient gravel- and boulder-bed rivers.

The question of interest for this first objective was: how useful are the accepted flow

competence techniques as a method for predicting the magnitude of discharge required to

re-mobilize riverine gravel to boulder size material? Simulating natural flood events is of

particular interest as an operational mechanism for enhancing ecological health of

regulated rivers (Stanford et al., 1996). The success of flood simulation, aimed at re-

mobilizing river bed substratum, is dependent on the accurate estimation of flow-

competent conditions from the size of the bed material.
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The second objective was to derive two equations for boulders on a beach: one to

estimate critical threshold mass and another to estimate minimum stable mass. Both

equations include the same physical parameters: stone density, beach slope, breaking wave

height, water depth, wave period, run-up height, maximum swash velocity and average

swash velocity. These wave-competence equations are u.seftd in the initial evaluation and

design of both stable and dynamic shore protection structures constructed with quarry

stone. These equations have advantages over traditional shore protection design

techniques in that the physically important parameters of wave period and swash velocity

are incorporated into simple, yet practical, expressions of wave competence without

having to guess at proper values for empirical coefficients.

The third objective was to derive two more equations that relate the height of a

gravel beach crest to the wave forces and the beach material. The beach crest is a

common morphological feature formed by the deposition of sediment carried up-slope by

wave swash. The elevation to which waves can pile gravel is a frmnction of: size and

density of the material versus the hydraulic components of swash velocity, wave frequency

and run-up height. The first derivation begins with a balance between the wave force

acting to move a stone up the beach face and a weight force acting to hold the stone in

place. The second derivation relates the potential energy per unit area of the beach crest

to the total wave energy that lifted and deposited the material above a given sea-level

datum. Both equations rely on the assumption that the wave-competence level is much

greater than the threshold entrainment condition for gravel. When this condition is met,

then wave swash can pile gravel into a beach crest. Both of these equations could be

useftil in the design of dynamic shore protection structures composed of gravel-size

material.



CHAPTER 2

FLOW COMPETENCE EVALUATION OF FLOODS

ABSTRACT

The concept of flow competence infers threshold shear stress of a flowing fluid

from the size of the largest particles transported. The technique includes empirical

relations where critical threshold shear stress, tcrjt, is represented as a power function of

particle diameter, D, in the general form, r = aDb. A large range of values for the a

and b coefficients has been published, with the difference attributed to selective

entrainment from a mixed bed of various particle sizes (Koniar, 1987a, 1989). The

Shields entrainment relation has been re-written (Komar, 1987a) into a flow competence

equation, r = O(p, -p,)gD50 D, dependent on both the mean and maximum

particle diameters and assuming a constant value for the Shields entrainment function,

°crit
This reformatted Shields relation is used here to estimate the shear stress required to

remobilize the largest size particles from 33 high-gradient river reaches that have bed

material ranging in size from gravel to boulders. The analysis uses a mobility ratio,

r, / r, expressed as the shear stress, = l/8fpU2, during bank-full conditions over

the reformatted Shields entrainment stress, t1, calculated from the size of the surface bed

material composing each site. The analysis indicates that a bank-full discharge would not

mobilize the largest size material for 28 of the 33 sites. Most sites would require a two-

fold increase in shear stress to mobilize the river-bed gravel and cobbles present and nearly

an order of magnitude increase to entrain boulder size substratum. However, increasing

discharge would for the most part only cause over-bank flooding and result in a

corresponding increase in flow depth and shear stress in the river channel. Given that the

mobility ratio, Zb / r,, for bank-full discharge is much less than unity, it is concluded that

the reformatted Shields relation does not fully represent the sediment transport processes

active during floods. Therefore, extension of the reformatted Shields equation to flood
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deposits and boulder-bed rivers in order to estimate past hydraulic conditions or to

determine flushing flows for regulated rivers could result in significant error.

INTRODUCTION

Gilbert and Murphy (1914) first introduced the concept of flow competence. It is

based on the idea that the size of the material a flow can barely move represents a measure

of maximum shear stress. Over the last six decades such threshold entrainment has been

evaluated by developing empirical curves relating shear stress to the size of largest

particles set in motion. This approach to flow competence has been used by fluvial

geomorphologists and engineers in attempts to reconstruct the hydraulic conditions of past

floods or determine river bed and irrigation channel stability (Hjulstrom 1935; Shields,

1936; Hjulstrom, 1939; White, 1940; Lane and Carison, 1953, Kellerhals, 1967; Ridder,

!967; Scott and Gravlee, 1968; Baker and Ritter, 1973; Bradley and Mears, 1980; Costa,

1983; Andrews, 1983; and 1984; Costa, 1987; Komar, 1987a&b; 1988 and 1989; Komar

and Carling, 1991; O'Conner, 1993). One conclusion from this body of work is that using

only the size of the largest particle transported to estimate flood hydraulics ignores

important physical aspects of threshold entrainment and may lead to significant error.

Threshold entrainment of unconsolidated material by fluid flow is also of interest

to river ecologists. Changes in shear stress result in differential transport and deposition

of sediment that subsequently induces a related ecosystem response (Lisle, 1989; Von

Guerard, P.B., 1989; Shields and Milhous, 1992; Stanford et al., 1996;). Simulating

natural floods is of particular interest as an operational mechanism for enhancing

ecological health of regulated rivers (Stanford et al., 1996). The success of flood

simulation, aimed in part at remobilizing the surface particles composing the river bed, is

dependent on the accurate estimation of flow-competence conditions from the size of the

bed material. Many factors affect threshold entrainment and related flow-competence

equations.
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Factors Affecting Threshold Entrainment

The primary factors controlling threshold entrainment are the flow velocity, the

particle surface area exposed to the flow and the pivoting angle between particles (Komar

and Li, 1986; Li and Komar, 1986; Komar, 1987 a&b; 1989; Kirchner et al., 1990; Bridge,

1992; Caning et al., 1992). The primary forces involved in threshold entrainment are the

immersed weight acting to hold a particle to the bed versus the fluid drag and lift forces

acting to entrain the particle. Threshold entrainment is achieved when the lift and/or drag

forces are able to exceed the effects of the weight force. The drag force is more important

than the lift force when a particle is much larger than the underlying bed material.

However, the lift force may become more important for threshold entrainment of a small

particle sheltered by larger ones. Particle shape, size and factors of packing such as

imbrication affect the geometry controlling the effective pivoting angle and the particle

surface area exposed to the flow. Therefore, a bed composed of a mixture of sizes and

shapes naturally leads to the situation where the critical shear stress necessary for

threshold entrainment for any particular size is different than for the situation of uniform

particle size (Parker and Klingeman, 1982; Parker et al., 1982; Andrews, 1984; Komar

and Li, 1986; Li and Komar, 1986; Hassan and Reid, 1990; Kirchner et al., 1990;Bridge,

1992; Caning et al., 1992).

Turbulence in the flow field is also a factor in threshold entrainment. It affects

accurate measures of mean flow velocity, and hence, estimates of mean shear stress acting

on the particles that compose the bed. More significantly, the initiation of particle motion

involves instantaneous flow velocities and shear stresses rather than mean values of those

fluctuating parameters (Kirchner et al., 1990; Whiting and Dietrich, 1990; Komar and

Shih, 1992). Hammond et al. (1984), studying gravel threshold in tidal channels, observed

that initial gravel motion occurred due to turbulent bursts near the bed at mean flow

velocities below theoretical threshold criteria. Drake et al. (1988). working in a mountain

stream, observed particle velocities in excess of mean flow velocity that they attributed to
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turbulent sweeps (i.e., eddies on the scale of the channel dimensions sweeping across the

bed). Obviously, turbulence in the flow field is a very important hydraulic parameter in

terms of predicting sediment threshold entrainment.

Grass (1970) hypothesized that threshold entrainment results from the interaction

between two statistically random variables: that associated with the fluctuating flow

turbulence close to the bed and a second produced by the susceptibility of the particles to

movement. When the mean flow velocity increases, the distribution of instantaneous flow

stresses produced by the turbulence approaches and finally overlaps the distribution of

potential particle susceptibility. Shih and Komar (1990 a&b), utilizing data from Milhous

(1973), show that the bedload distribution changes with increasing flow strength. As

velocity increases the distribution of the bed load shills from a Gaussian to a coarse-

dominated Rosin distribution similar to tbat of the bed (Shih and Komar 1990 a&b). Reid

and Frostick (1986) examined the frequency distribution of transport efficiency of three

rivers and found that distinct modes of efficiency characterized the sediment transport

capability of each river. They concluded that the distinct efficiency modes are a product

of the particle size distribution of the available bed material and that modal peaks in

transport efficiency correspond to modal peaks in the particle size distribution.

Particle Collisions

Another factor not accounted for in the development of flow competence

equations is momentum transfer between entrained particles and those held to the bed.

Not all entrained particles need come initially from shear stress acting on a stable bed.

Cobbles and boulders may be introduced from an eroding bank or localized flow directed

into the bed due to either turbulence or flow over obstructions. Turbulence associated

with flow in higher-gradient channels can direct flow into the bed and locally scour the

channel, resulting in the entrainment of particles not associated with the shear stress due to
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mean flow. Therefore, localized scour could introduce entrained particles to a non-

competent mean flow. Furthermore, natural beds are never homogeneous throughout,

resulting in areas where the substratum could be characterized as an open framework.

Such situations would likely result in larger particles resting on smaller ones, effectively

lowering their threshold entertainment stress below that predicted for uniform grains and

hence resulting in particles being entrained into a mean flow below their theoretical critical

threshold conditions.

Each of these factors may add entrained particles to a mean flowbelow theoretical

threshold entrainment levels. Once a particle is entrained it takes very little momentum

from the flow to maintain transport. The transport of entrained particles results in

coffisions with the bed at locations further downstream. Clearly, momentum exchange due

to collisions between entrained particles and the bed would increase the ability of a flow to

transport an even larger particle. This may be most important in steep gradient cobble and

boulder bed rivers and as a bed scouring mechanism during floods. The net result is that

paleo-flow estimates based solely only particle size from flood deposits maybe

significantly in error. Likewise, requested flows from dams aimed at re-mobilizing gravel-

cobble sized deposits, based on flow competence techniques derived from those gravel

and cobble bars, may be greater than necessary.

The concept of threshold entrainment is rather simple. However, quantifning the

many factors and forces that control threshold entrainment is quite difficult. Therefore,

an understanding of the possible limiting factors is imperative to proper interpretation of

the results that arise through application of flow competence equations that can predict

threshold shear stress from the size of the particles composing a river-bed or a flood

deposit.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF FLOW COMPETENCE EQUATIONS

Flow Resistance and Shear Stress

Unidirectional turbulent flow in river channels provides a starting point for

developing flow competence equations for a mobile bed and for establishing relations for

the threshold of particle motion. Extensive discussions may be found in Chow (1959),

Henderson (1966), Allen (1970), Vanoni (1975), and other treatises on sediment transport

in rivers. Important to sediment entrainment is the frictional drag between the

unconsolidated particles composing the river bed and the overlying flow of water. This

frictional drag results in a shear stress which is a fluid force applied to the bed. Open

chamiel friction equations provide the starting point for expressing shear stress.

Open channel friction equations include variables representing channel geometry,

boundary resistance, and ease of water movement. The Chezy equation is widely used:

u=c.Th: (II- 1)

where U is the mean velocity C is the Chezy coefficient of flow resistance over the

channel, S is the channel slope and R is the hydraulic radius given as A/P where A is

channel area and P is the wetted perimeter. Another widely used friction equation is the

Darcy-Weisbach equation

U=gRS (11-2)

wheref,. is the Darcy-Weisbach friction coefficient and g is the acceleration due to gravity.

The Chezy, C, can be equated to the Darcy-Weisbach, f,.,
through substitution of 11-1 into

11-2 for yielding

C=g or =1 (11-3)
C2
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The boundary shear stress, t, at a river bed is a force determined from a force

balance on a fluid element in steady uniform flow (Chow,1959; Henderson, 1966; Allen.

1970; Vanoni, 1975). Hydrostatic forces cancel out and the weight component, 7ALS,

over some length, L, in the downstream direction is counter balanced by boundary

resistance, rLP

7ALS rLP =0 (11-4)

where y is the specific weight of the fluid. Solving for t yields

z-= 7RS (11-5)

Equations II-! and 11-5 may be rearranged in terms of RS

and

RS=0=-' (11-7)
C2

r= y.=[4)p.U2. (11-7)

Substitution of 11-3 for C into 11-7 yields

r= (11-8)

where c is the fluid density. These equations 11-5 and 11-8 relate shear stress, t, to water

density, channel slope, depth or flow velocity and some estimate of frictional resistance.
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Shear stress between a flowing fluid and its potentially mobile bed is the firstquantity of

interest when evaluating threshold entrainment.

Threshold Entrahiment and Flow Competence

Threshold entrainment occurs when the shear force applied to the exposed

surface area of a particle exceeds the particle's immersed weight. The size of the largest

particle entrained is then a measure of the competence level of the mean flow to transport

sediment. This concept of flow competence can be used to express shear stress as a

function of particle diameter, D, of a sphere. It is derived from a force balance relation

between the immersed weight force and the fluid drag force (Fig. IT-I). The immersed

weight force, is the weight force in air minus the buoyant force when fully

submerged and is given as

= (p, * D) (11-9)

where p is the density of the particle being entrained and a1 is shape factor that relates to

the particle volume (e.g. ir/6 for a sphere). The fluid drag force, Fd, can be written in the

following manner

Fr*D2I-2
cp

(11-10)

where C is a packing coefficient and a, is a shape factor (e.g. ir/4 for a circle). The ratio

describes the projection surface area exposed to the flow dependent on the size,

shape and packing arrangements of particles composing the river bed.



immersed weight

Fdrag

Figure lI-i. Schematic depicting the relationship between a drag force associated

with a flowing fluid and a weight force acting on a sphere. The angle 4) reflects the
pivoting angle between spheres about the contact point C and is affected by channel slope.

Critical threshold entrainment occurs when the moment of the drag force, Fd, about the

pivot point C (Fig. 11-1) equals the moment of the immersed weight force, F,

where

F,*AC=F*BC (IT-li)

and BC=[.P.cosq5). (11-12)

Substitution of 11-12 into lI-Il and solving for the coefficients yields

C --tanØ rCrII (11-13)
"a, (pp)gD

and



C --tanØ =
a2

(11-14)
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where is the critical shear stress at which threshold entrainment occurs and 0crj( is a

complex non-dimensional variable dependent on the distributions of particle size, shape

and the packing of the bed. Substitution of 11-14 into 11-13 yields a dimensionless form of

the critical shear stress termed the Shields entrainment function

a_________________
'cr,( I p,IgD

(11-15)

Quartz-density spheres in water obey equation 11-15 only for D 6cm, where 0crjt attains

a constant value of 0.06 (Bagnold, 1966; Allen, 1970). Solving equation 11-15 for the

critical shear stress, tcrj(, yields a simple flow competence equation

= 0. O6(p p,)gD. (11-16)

applicable to quartz-density spheres for D 6cm.

Empirical Flow Competence Equations

Numerous studies have examined relations between flow velocity or shear stress

and threshold entrainment that resulted in empirical flow competence equations

(Hjulstrom, 1935 and 1939; White 1940; Lane and Carison, 1953; Wolnian and Eiler,

1958; Kellerhals, 1967; FIelley, 1969; Baker and Ritter, 1973; Parker et al., 1982;

Andrews, 1983; Costa. 1983; Williams, 1983; Andrews, 1984. Komar. 1987 a&b, 1989,

OtConner, 1991). Typically the flow competence equations are in the form of a simple

regression between particle diameter and shear stress in the following power relation

r aD1' (11-17)

where b is the slope of the regression line and a is the y-intercept for a log-log plot of

stress versus intermediate particle diameter. Komar (1987a) obtained values of 26.6 and
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1.21, respectively, for the a and b coefficients utilizing data from floods in boulder bed

rivers reported by Costa (1983). Caning (1983) found values of 110 and 0.38 working in

low gradient (<0.002) gravel-bed streams in England. Hammond et al., (1984) found

values of 55 and 0.42 with data collected from a tidal channel. These empirical relations

are plotted in Figure 11-2.

100000

10000 /
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Figure 11-2. Comparison of empirical flow competence equations of Costa (1983),
Caning (1983) and Hammond et al. (1984) with the Shields and the adjusted Shields flow
competence equations 11-16 (using = 0,045 not 0.06) and 11-19. The particle diameter

Dm used in equation 11-19 was calculated using a constant ratio of D /D =5. Stress,

tCjj is given in units of dynes/cm2 to maintain consistency with published data. The
lengths of the regression lines indicate the range of particle diameters for each data set.
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The proportionality coefficient a reflects the difference in the overall substratum

coarseness between each site. The b coefficient represents the slope of the regressiàn line

that ultimately reflects the degree of selective sorting characteristic of each site (Komar,

1987 a&b; 1989; Shih and Komar, 1990; Komar and Caning, 1991; Komar and Shih,

1992). A lower b coefficient or regression line slope reflects a greater degree of sorting

by size for a given variation in shear stress (Fig. 11-2). This results from particle size

distributions specific to individual reaches that respond uniquely to a given distribution of

flow stress (Inman, 1949; Caning, 1983; Komar and Li, 1986; Li and Komar, 1986;

Komar, 1987 a&b, 1988; Ashworth and Ferguson, 1989; Komar, 1989; Kirchner et al.,

1990; Komar and Caning, 1991; Bridge and Bennett, 1992; Komar and Shih, 1992).

The differences in these regression lines also involve uncertainties in using different

data sets. These data sets may not have homogeneous data measurement errors, and

therefore, do not incorporate the same independent explanatory variables. Flow

competence regression equations that result from estimates of flood hydraulics and

measured flood deposits would be expected to differ from regression equations that are

determined under low flow conditions with careful measurement of hydraulics and initial

particle entrainment.

Komar (1986, 1987 see Fig. 3 in each) demonstrates, using data from several

locations having naturally differing size, shape and packing conditions of the particles

composing the river bed, that regression lines of individual data cross the theoretical

threshold curve, equation 11-16, at different locations and slopes. Komar (1988) further

demonstrates that the measurements can be made to converge if normalized to their

respective mean diameters, D50 with the following relationship

= (11-18)
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where D1 refers to the intermediate diameter of the individual grain to be entrained. The

argument presented by Komar (1988) is that this ratio reduces the variance in measured

critical threshold stress, produced by the actual pivoting relations that exist in mixed beds,

from uniform bed theory, equation 11-16. The data reviews of both Miller et al. (1977)

and Yalin and Karahan (1979) found that the dimensionless Shields entrainment function.

°crit' approaches a constant value of 0.045 for coarse particles (D> 10 mm) and high-

particle Reynolds numbers (Re> 400) as opposed to the value of 0.06. Given this

assumed value for °crjt Komar (1 987a) modified equation 11-18 by substitution into

equation 11-15 to account for a natural bed composed of a mixture of particle sizes

resulting in the following equation

r,t = 0.045(p p.jgD°6D°450 max
(11-19)

where D50 is the mean particle diameter and Dm is the maximum diameter and the

exponent coefficient values 0.6 and 0.4 come from data where D /D50 22. This re-

formatted Shields entrainment function is a flow competence form; hence the substitution

of Dm forD1. It is also important to keep in mind that these empirical values come

from low gradient (channel slope <0.002 rn/rn) data sets where the range in particle

diameter was 10 to 100mm (Fig. 11-2). Extending equation 11-19 to higher-gradient

channels (channel slope >0.002) typically characterized by particle diameters approaching

1 m may produce serious errors.

The assumption that 8crjt approaches a constant value of 0.045 may not hold for

larger values of the ratio D,/D50 22 (Komar. 1987a, 1988; and 1989). Mdrews

(1984) found a mean °crj( value of 0.031 for gravel-bed rivers where the mean diameter

was 23 mm to 120 mm, Andrews (1983) and others have argued that °crit wiil approach

a minimum value of 0.02 for threshold entrainment in gravel-bed rivers. However, Caning

(1983) found values for 0crjt as low as 0.006 by introducing large (D/D 22) tagged
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boulders to a flowing stream. Novak and Nalluri (1975 and 1984) in flume experiments

found C
values as low as 0.004 by systematically introducing larger particles

(D,,./D50 80) to a fixed bed of uniform sizes.

However, determining a 9crjt
value by introducing a particle that is much larger

than the underlying bed may be an invalid test that 0crjt can reach lower values than the

minimum of 0.02 reported by Andrews (1983) where all measured particles were entrained

from the bed. Moreover, all of the data that produced very low values for 9rit come from

small streams and flumes as opposed to the data of Andrews (1983) working in rivers

where both channel dimensions and particle sizes were orders of magnitude greater. Data

Ofl 0crit from steep gradient cobble and boulder rivers are non-existent; therefore, the

limiting value of 0.02 reported by Andrews (1983) remains as a best estimate for river

conditions. Lower values would be more appropriate for work in flumes and small

streams like Oak Creek (Komar, 1987a) and GreatEggleshope Beck (Caning, 1983).

Particle shape, size and factors of packing control the effective pivoting angle and

the particle surface area exposed to the flow. Numerous authors have postulated that a

stream or river bed composed of a mixture of sizes and shapes would naturally lead to the

situation where increased shear stress is necessary for threshold entrainment as compared

to the situation of uniform particle size due to pivoting constraints (Komar and Li, 1986;

Li and Komar, 1986; Komar 1987a&b; 1988; 1989; Hassan and Reid, 1990;Kirchner et

al., 1990; Bridge, 1992; Caning, 1992). However, using data from natural beds lead to

the reformatted Shields entrainment relation equation 11-19 and the reported values for the

a and b coefficients (Komar, I 987a&b; 1988; 1989). It is clear from the plotted

comparison of flow competence relations that the rformatted Shields line lies below the

theoretical Shields relationship for uniform particle sizes (Fig. 11-2). The empirical

analysis of(Komar, 1987a&b; 1988; 1989) demonstrates that having a mixed bed actually

lowers the required shear stress compared to the situation of uniform grains (Fig. 11-2).
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It can be seen from equation 11-5 that maximum shear stress can be expected to

occur when the hydraulic radius, R, reaches a maximum at bank-full conditions. When

flows increase and extend into the into the adjacent flood plain, wetted perimeter rapidly

increases and limits increases of hydraulic radius. Bank-full conditions also produce

maximum flow velocities and minimum flow resistance by similar argument, resulting in

maximum shear stress as expressed in equation 11-8. It follows that maximum shear stress

during bank-full flow conditions should be sufficient to entrain the coarsest material.

Therefore, flow competence estimates of shear stress based on the maximum and mean

particle diameters from a channel using equation 11-19 should be close to estimates of the

maximum shear stress that can be produced in that channel using equation 11-8. A data set

from New Zealand is used to test this hypothesis.

BANK -FULL SHEAR STRESS VERSUS FLOW COMPETENCE

New Zealand Data Set

Hicks and Mason (1991) provide data on Manning and Chezy friction coefficients

for New Zealand rivers. Physical and hydraulic characteristics were measured for 78 river

reaches. Native bio-diversity is maximum in Montane and Piedmont valley flood plains

and these geomorphologic habitats are typified by gravel and cobble alluvium (Stanford et

al.. 1996). A clear relationship exists between channel slope and substrate size, with

gravel and cobble alluvial channels typically existing as high-gradient slopes. Therefore, a

subset of 33 high-gradient sites were selected based on a slope criteria (slope >0.002 rn/rn

after Jarrett, 1984) and used in the following flood analysis. Each selected site also had

data on the particle size distribution of the surface bed material corresponding to the

maximum, mean and D84, sizes (the later is the size such that 84 % of the particles are

smaller). The Chezy friction coefficient was calculated for each site over a wide range of

flow conditions. On average, each site was visited six times and hydraulic data (i.e.
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discharge, mean velocity, hydraulic radius) were measured. This resulted in 211 measures

of flow velocity and discharge with some measurements made at flows approaching bank-

full condition for the 33 sites. Complete details of all measured data can be found in the

handbook Roughness Characteristics ofNew Zealand Rivers (Hicks and Mason, 1991).

The particle size data were used to estimate actual shear stress with equation 11-19. The

hydraulic data were used here to estimate bank-full shear stress for each site with equation

11-8.

Determining Bank-Full Discharge

Hicks and Mason (1991) provide plots of river cross-sections for all sites and

define the range of water depth associated with discharge during their field measures. The

data show that for most sites the maximum measured discharge nearly reached a level

where for any further increase in discharge the top width of the channel would greatly

increase relative to the cross-sectional area of the main channel defining a near bank-full

condition. Williams (1978) examined measures of bank-full discharge from 233 gauged

sites representing a wide variety of climatic and geographic conditions. He used a step-

forward multiple regression technique to determine the following equation

Qb = 4.OA21S°28 (11-20)

where Ab is the cross-sectional area in square meters at bank-full discharge and S is the

channel slope. The regression coefficients are significant at the 99% confidence level

(Williams, 1978). Cross-sectional area was given for 33 New Zealand sites at maximum

measured discharge, as well as, graphs of surveyed channel cross-sections showing the

corresponding water level. The difference in elevation between the water level in the

channel cross-sections corresponding to maximum measured discharge and the survey

level of the bank top was estimated here from the graphs of the channel cross-sections.

This elevation difference was multiplied by the maximum width, producing an estimate of

the additional area above maximum measured discharge area. The sum ofthese two areas
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resulted in a value for the cross-sectional area at bank-full discharge, Ab, greater than the

actual area given that the bank geometry was ignored. The slope of the channel was taken

as the maximum water surface level measured for each site.

Determining Bank-Full Mean Velocity and the Darcy-Weisbach Friction Factor

The ultimate quantity of interest is the shear stress associated with abank-full

discharge, given that shear stress would be near its maximum value under such conditions.

To determine the shear stress for each site with equation 11-8 a regression analysis was

made between measured discharge, Q, velocity, U, and the Darcy-Weisbach friction

factor,1., for all 211 measured flow conditions (Fig. 11-3). The wide variance

relative to discharge is related to the decreasing flow resistance at each site with increasing

discharge (Fig. 11-3). The estimated shear stress from these data incorporate all the

variance associated with each site.

The regression coefficients from the measured hydraulic data are used to predict

mean velocity and the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor for the estimated bank-full

discharges with the following equations

O.47Q°33 (11-2 1)

frb = 0. 76Q° . (11-22)

The reported error for these equations (Fig. 11-3) were determined from confidence

intervals at a 95% significance level. The values from these equations are then used to

estimate the associated flow shear stress for the bank-full discharge at each site with the

use of equation 11-19. However, they could also be used to evaluate any flood condition

for these sites.
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Bank-Full Shear Stress Versus Substratum-Derived Flow Competence

Given the particle diameter data and utilizing the re-formatted Shields equation II-

19, an estimate was made of the flow competence level necessary to achieve threshold

entraimnent for the complete range of particle sizes for each site. The question of interest

is whether bank-full flow is sufficient to achieve threshold entrainment for all particles

composing the bed. That question is addressed by comparing the ratio between the

estimated bank-full shear stress, tb, and the substratum-derived critical shear stress, tcrjt,

referred to as the mobility ratio, t,/tcrit. When the mobility ratio, thjt, equals unity, or

higher, then theoretically threshold entrainment for the full range particle sizes composing

the bed material has been achieved.

The mobility ratio, t b1 cr it' plotted against the D84 particle size shows that bank-

full discharge is a competent flow for six sites composed of gravel to cobble size bed

material (Fig. 11-4). As the bed material becomes coarser the ability of the bank-full shear

stress to reach critical threshold entrainment levels decreases (Fig. 11-4). Most sites have

an approximate value of 0.45 or greater for the mobility ratio, tb/t(,.jt. If the minimum

value for 0crjt of 0.02 reported by Mdrews (1983) where used in equation 11-19 then

most of the sites would reach tl,/tCrjt = 1 or critical threshold during bank-full flow (Fig.

11-4). Andrews (1984), working in gravel bed rivers with particle sizes where the median

size ranged from 23 mm to 120 mm, found that bank-fill shear stress exceeded the

threshold value for entrainment of the median particle diameter of the bed surface when

°crit = 0.02. Andrews (1984) also reports that in 15 of the 24 sites examined that bank-

full shear stress did not reach critical threshold levels for the coarse 10% of the bed.

Certainly much of the scatter in the comparison between the mobility ratio and

particle size is due to the error in estimating mean velocity and Darcy-Weisbach friction

coefficient for bank-full conditions (Fig. 11-4). That error associated with the regression

equations 11-2 1 and 11-22 translates into plus or minus error of about 0.2 for the mobility
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ratio, ti,hcrjt, and is plotted as an error bar (Fig. 11-4). However, the trend of lower

mobility values for increasing particle size would still exist.
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Figure 11-4. Comparisons of the mobility potential, Tb / ç, of bank-fl.ill flow

expressed as a ratio between bank-ifuill shear stress, r l/8Jp,.,U2, and the reformatted
Shields relation written as a flow competence equation for critical shear stress,

= -p)gDD, with the D84 particle diameter.

Equation 11-19 should be applied only when the ratio D /D50 22 (Komar,

1989). The mobility ratio plotted against the ratio D /D shows that all data used here

fell within this accepted range (Fig. 11-5). An argument could be made that a lower value

for 0crjt should be used for higher values of /D. However, if that argument is
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valid than one would expect decreasing mobility ratios when a constant °crit = 0.045

value is used in equation 11-19. No such trend of a decreasing mobility ratio, t/ter it'

with increasing D /D50 exists (Fig. 11-5). On the contrary the lowest mobility ratio

occurs over a range in D /D from 3.8 to 16 (Fig. 11-5).
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expressed as a ratio between bank-full shear stress, rb = 1/8frpwU2, and the reformatted

Shields relation written as a flow competence equation for critical shear stress,

= -p )gD°6D, with the ratio Dm / D50 where Dm is the maximum particle

size and D50 the mean.
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DISCUSSION

The reformatted Shields equation 11-19 attempts to account for differences among

empirical flow competence equations (Fig. 11-2) by incorporating the mean and maximum

particle diameters. Konw (1 987a) showed that a bed composed of a mixture ofparticle

sizes results in selective entrainment due to different pivoting angles. For a mixed bed, the

condition exists where the pivoting angle, 4, for a small particle is greater then the

pivoting angle, 42 for a larger particle (Fig. 11-6). This results in different threshold stress

requirements for each particle from those conditions for a bed composed of uniform-size

particles.

Comparing the bank-full shear stress equation, 11-8, to the critical threshold stress

using equation 11-19 shows a clear trend of decreasing mobility ratio as the distribution of

particles becomes more coarse (Fig. 11-4). Given the possible sources of error in

estimating bank-full shear stress and in choosing the proper choice for 0crit this trend

indicates that equation 11-19 over estimates critical entrainment threshold levels for coarse

cobble and boulder bed rivers. Furthermore, assuming that 0crit 0.045 as indicted by

the analysis of Komar (1 987a and 1989) is the best estimate and that errors in estimatingf

decrease at higher flows as flow resistance decreases, then one could make the argument

that equation 11-19 predicts critical shear stress by an order of magnitude. Given the

fact that these channels do contain large rounded cobbles and boulders indicates that the

flood flows experienced by the channels do in fact entrain these coarse particles.

Threshold entrainment results from the interaction between fluctuating shear stress

close to the bed related to turbulent flow and the susceptibility ofthe particles to

movement. When mean flow velocity increases the distribution of instantaneous flow

stresses produced by the turbulence also increases. The initiation of particle motion

involves instantaneous flow velocities and shear stresses rather than mean values of those

fluctuating parameters. Therefore, some of the variance in the mobility ratio must be

related to differences in level of turbulence in the flow field.
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Figure 11-6. Schematic comparison of the threshold entrainment condition due to
different pivoting angles (A), the introduction of an entrained particle (B), and a filly
mobile bed (C).
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Momentum transfer between entrained particles and those held to the bed is

another factor that is not accounted for in estimates of critical threshold entrainment:

Clearly, the collisions between entrained particles and the bed would increase the ability of

a flow to transport a larger particles than that predicted by equation 11-19. The

conventional approach of critical threshold entrainment assumes that there is no

interaction with entrained particles coming from upstream, which requires homogenous

pivoting relations throughout the stream reach (Fig. 1I-6A). If we assume that different

pivoting angle constraints exist upstream for the same instant in time, or localized bed

scour or bank erosion, then it is possible to introduce a saltating particle from upstream

(Fig. II-6B) to our initially stable condition (Fig. II-6A). With this assumption of the

presence of saltating particles, it is plausible to expect a change from an initially stable bed

(Fig. II-6A) to a partially mobile or filly mobile bed (Fig. II-6C) at a mean flow velocity

below the theoretical Shields threshold criteria for the largest river-bed particles.

The momentum transferred from entrained particles to those at rest could become

a physical process of key significance ii the particles at rest are subject to flow stresses

close to their entrainment threshold condition. The net effect would be mobilization of the

entire bed at velocity levels below the threshold criteria given by theory that does not

include that process. Indeed, field studies ofthreshold entrainment have reported particle

velocities greater than mean flow velocities and simultaneous bursts of many particles

below theoretical threshold criteria (Hammond et al., 1984 and Drake et al., 1988).

Moreover, the empirical analysis that leads to the reformatted Shields relation (equation

11-19) suggests that a mixed bed results a lowering of the critical threshold curve (Fig. II-

2). This only makes sense given that a mixed bed would not only produce situations of

sheltering and higher pivoting angles, but also the converse situation of larger particles

more exposed to the flow and with reduced pivoting angles. Indeed, the data of Caning

(1983) and Hammond et al. (1984) resulted in a lower slopes than the theoretical Shields

curve (Fig. 11-2).
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CONCLUSIONS

The concept of flow competence depends on a relationship between threshold

shear stress and particle diameter where the size of the maximum entrained particle infers

a measure of the shear stress. The Shields entrainment relation has been re-written into a

flow competence equation, 11-19, dependent on both the mean, and maximum, Dm,

particle diameter assuming a constant value for the Shields entrainment function, 0crjt

(Komar, 1987a; 1988; 1989). This reformatted Shields equation was used to examine the

flow competence level of bank-fiji! flow for 33 steep-gradient river reaches with river bed

particles ranging in size from gravel to boulders. As the bed material becomes coarser the

ability of the bank-full shear stress to reach critical threshold entrainment levels decreases

(Fig. 11-4). Furthermore, nearly an order of magnitude increase in shear stress would be

necessary to entrain boulder size substratum (Fig. 11-4). Increasing discharge above

bank-full conditions would for the most part only cause inundation as the flood waters

over top the banlc This would not theoretically cause a sufficient increase in shear stress.

The reformatted Shields relation, equation 11-19, does not take into account

collisions between particles. This process would transfer momentum more efficiently to

the bed than a clear flow, and thereby, entrain larger grains than expected from only the

fluid shear stress. Therefore, it is postulated that the extension of the reformatted Shields

equation to flood deposits and boulder-bed rivers could over-estimate hydraulic

conditions.
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CHAPTER 3

PREDICTING THRESHOLD ENTRAINMENT AND STABLE BOULDER
MASS FOR A BEACH

ABSTRACT

The critical threshold mass for boulders composing a beach is the mass of the

largest stone entrained by the hydraulic forces associated with wave breaking and swash

run-up. For any given storm event there is a maximum boulder mass that can be moved

and another slightly larger boulder that has the minimum mass necessary to remain stable.

Two equations are derived: one to estimate critical threshold mass and another to estimate

minimum stable mass for boulders on a beach. Both equations include the same physical

parameters: stone density, beach slope, brealdng wave height, water depth, wave period,

run-up height, maximum swash velocity and average swash velocity. In both equations

the wave force applied to the beach face is scaled relative to the elevation that wave

energy raises the water surface. Scaling the wave force relative to the run-up elevation

results in a critical threshold formula. This is given as equation 111-41. Its predictions

accurately match field data giving the largest boulder transported on a beach during storm

events. Scaling the wave force relative to the breaking wave height results in a stability

formula. This is given as equation 111-42. It predicts stable stone mass in the range

defined by the Hudson formula. Equation 111-42 has the advantage over the Hudson

formula by incorporating the physically important parameters of wave period and swash

velocity into a practical expression without having to account for these factors by guessing

the proper value for an empirical stability coefficient. Both equations could be usefl.il in

the initial evaluation and design of dynamic revetments constructed with quarry stone.
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INTRODUCTION

Boulder Beaches

Boulder beaches are common features of many rocky coasts throughout the world.

They generally form at the base of sea cliffs and provide a protective buffer against wave

attack. In this context, boulder beaches represent the natural equivalent to a dynamic

rubble revetment. Natural boulder beaches deform in profile relative to changing storm

wave conditions, but maintain a general dynamic equilibrium slope (Oak, 1981; 1985).

The profile deforms in response to the transport of boulders composing the beach. Oak

(1981) found that boulder entrainment occurred only during storms and that initial

displacement was in direct response to wave breaking and up rush of the wave swash.

The main role of the backwash on a boulder beach is to remove finer material, thereby

maintaining an armored beach face characterized by high porosity. These dynamic

characteristics of a boulder beach provide a natural buffer from direct wave attack for the

backshore environment of a sea cliff The result is that sea cliffs, with boulder beaches

developed at their toe, erode at very slow rates.

The ability to quantify the wave conditions that will initiate movement and

transport of boulders is important for ecologists studying rocky coastlines. It is ofequal

importance for coastal engineers interested in mimicking the boulder beach behavior in the

design of dynamic revetments constructed for shore protection.

Coastal Engineering Design

Over the last decade interest has turned towards the design of dynamic revetments

that provide the necessary level of protection by allowing the structure to deform under

wave attack (Pilarezyk and der Bor, 1983; van der Meer and Pilarczyk, 1986; Johnson,

1987; van der Meer, 1987 and 1988; Powell, 1988; Alirens, 1990; Lorang, 1991; van der

Meer, 1992; Silvester and Hsu, 1993). in this light, coastal engineers are designing with

the intent to mimic the dynamic behavior of naturally occurring boulder, cobble and gravel
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beaches. However, an equation does not exist that estimates the critical threshold mass

for use in the design of dynamic revetments.

The most frequently used formula for breakwater and static shoreline revetment

design is the Iribarren formula (1938), modified by Hudson (1952) and adopted as the

Hudson formula by the Army Corps of Engineers in their Shore Protection Manual (SPM

1984). The Hudson formula gives estimates of individual stone mass necessary to

construct a static shore protection structure in terms of wave height, structure slope and

stone density. It is given as

KD[S_7?Y_) cot 0

(ITT-i)

where W is the minirnwn stable mass, H5 is the significant deep-water wave height or the

significant wave height at the structure base, Ps and are stone and water density,

respectively, 0 is angle the beach makes with the horizontal, and KD is a stability

coefficient empirically derived from wave tank studies (SPM, 1984). One can see from

the equation that stone mass is mainly a function of the significant design wave height.

Other wave parameters are ignored, such as, wave period, swash velocity or run-up

height. Unfortunately, these are the physical parameters that describe wave action upon a

shoreline revetment designed to provide protection against wave erosion.

In the case of estimates from the Hudson formula, waves smaller than the design

height can damage a coastal structure, ranging from the transport of a few individual

stones to complete failure of the structure (Ahrens and McCartney, 1975; Bruun and

Gunbak, 1977; Ahrens, 1981). Such damage has been attributed in part to the affect wave

period has on the hydraulic forces acting against a coastal structure (Bruun and Gunbak,

1977). An increase in wave period for any given wave height results in an increase in
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wave power expended on the structure. One would intuitively expect the corresponding

entrainment of increasingly larger stones. The fact that wave period is not included in the

Hudson formula has been sited as a short coming in its use as a design tool (Hudson,

1952; Bruun and Gunbak, 1977).

The Army Corps of Engineers responded to this short-coming in the theoretical

development of the Hudson formula with numerous wave tank studies aimed at fmding

values for the stability coefficient, KD, that accounted for stability through interlocking

structure units or special placement of stones (Hudson, 1952; SPM, 1984). When

estimating stable stone mass, the typical design procedure is to consult the tables

presented in the SPM and choose the proper KD value that corresponds with the structure

material, mode of placement, morphology (i.e. structure head or trunk) and the expected

form of wave breaking. The Hudson formula has been a usefI.il tool in the design of static

structures because it relies on readily attainable variables that result in an over-estimate of

minimum stable stone mass, thereby providing an adequate level of design safety.

However, a similar formula does not exist for the design of dynamic revetments and the

designer is left with having to guess at values for the stability coefficient, Km that reflect

the critical threshold entrainment condition from the Hudson formula.

ANALYSIS OF BOULDER ENTRAINMENT ON A BEACH

Descriptive Processes

Wave competence is a term used here that refers to the size of the largest entrained

boulder as related to the wave hydraulics that caused the entrainment. The entrainment of

boulders on a boulder beach is viewed as occurring during two regimes of wave energy.

The first is a relatively low-wave energy regime that occurs during periods of low-wave

height and long-wave period. For this regime, only a small portion of the boulders

comprising the beach are selectively entrained. The main processes would be (1)
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winnowing away of fine material, (2) some boulder rounding due to impact fragmentation,

and (3) some boulder smoothing due to abrasion. The second regime occurs at a higher

energy level associated with storm wave conditions. This high energy regime is

characterized by a dynamic beach state where most, or all, of the boulders shift position or

rock in place, with the smaller boulders perhaps being rolled over or pushed up-slope.

One might argue that during storms wave breaking on the beach face dislodges

individual boulders that are then pushed up-beach by the swash. Bruun and Gunbak

(1977) found that as swash velocity increased, large over-turning moments developed on

the blocks composing a quariy-stone structure. The result was the initial movement of

individual stones. Novak (1969) measured the size of the largest transported clast on a

gravel beach and the velocity of the swash. The largest gravel clast transported had an

intermediate particle diameter of 0.1 m and was transported by a swash velocity of 2.42

m/sec corresponding with a breaker height of 0.44 m. Therefore, swash velocity

associated with even small waves (0.44 ml) can produce turbulent flow sufficiently

competent to entrain both the gravel and cobble components of the beach. Bagnold

(1940) argued that the potential energy carried away by the water that percolates into the

beach results in a situation where the return flow of the backwash will be a less competent

flow then the up rush of the swash. Oak (1981) found that boulder displacement and

transport occurred only during storms and that the initial motion was mainly in the up-

beach direction.

The conclusion from the above discussion is that swash velocity must be used in

the development of a wave-competence equation. The methods used to estimate wave

transformation from deep water to run-up of wave swash and beach scaling follows. The

assumptions and methods used to represent the drag coefficients that arise in the

derivations are discussed below in terms of swash resistance as a function of beach

roughness. And finally the relationship between increased wave power and the entrainment

of increasingly larger boulders is introduced and referred to as wave competence where
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the size of the largest entrained boulder reflects the wave hydraulics that caused the

entramment.

Wave Transformations and Beach Scaling

The transformation from deep water waves to final run-up, R, of wave swash on

the beach face is a complex process that becomes increasingly so for a low sloping

nearshore (Fig. 111-1).

"sh = Shore Brook
Sea Cliff

Breaker Height

I

I_ii
= Deep Water

Figure Ill-i. Schematic of the process of wave transformation from an initial off-
shore wave height to the final run-up of swash on the beach face.

As storm energy increases incident waves continually break further offshore producing a

surf zone 100's of meters wide on low sloping sand beaches or wave cut terraces. These

surf zones may have many bores between the break-point and final run-up. On many

gravel, cobble and boulder beaches storm waves never reach the beach face during low

tide. The energy is dissipated in the wide surf zone that exists at that tide level. In

contrast, during high tide, and under similar storm intensity, waves initially break very near

the beach face separated by maybe one or two surf bores (Fig. 111-1). Estimating nm-up

elevation from offshore wave conditions is most reliable when wave breaking occurs close

to the beach without a large intervening surf zone.
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Wave run-up can be estimated from the deep water wave statistics and slope of the

beach. Battjes (1974; a & b) modified the Hunt (1959) formula for the 2% run-up

elevation, R%, by re-writing the equation in terms of a dimensionless surf similarity

parameter, , that he referred to as the Iribarren nwnber. The expression

= C,1j ' (111-2)

relates the run-up elevation to the Iribarren number, , the deep water significant height,

H, and an empirical constant Cr. The Iribarren number is a non-dimensional parameter

that relates beach steepness to offshore wave steepness. It is an important scaling

parameter when estimating run-up on a boulder beach or similar artificial rock slopes (

Battjes, 1974a & b; Abrens and McCartney, 1975; Ahrens, 1981; Ailsop et.al., 1985;

Holman, 1986; Dalrymple, 1992; Waal and van der Meer, 1992; van der Meer and Stain,

1992). The expression is

tan8
C--

\I L

(111-3)

where tan 0 is the slope of the beach and L0 is the deep-water wave length. From linear

wave theory we can derive an approximation forL, given as

4, =gT
27r

(111-4)

where T is the wave period and g is gravity. Substitution of 111-4 into 111-3 and 111-3 into

111-2 yields

R,% = C IT/7(tan o). (111-5)
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Van der Meer and Stam (1992) found a value of 0.55 for Cr, corresponding to a

range of 0.5 < <2 due to irregular waves on porous rock slopes. They referred to Cr as

the run-up attenuation constant and found that it depends on beach coarseness and

permeability which attenuates the run-up through frictional resistance of the swash and

loss of water. Holman (1986) also found similar values for C,. using measures of swash

from a sand beach. For very steep boulder beaches as wave energy increases run-up

elevation increases in a linear fashion at incident wave frequencies for the range of surf

similarity parameters = 0.5>2.5 (Holman, 1986; Kobuhisa N. et al. 1988; van der Meer

and Stam, 1992). The data used in this thesis come from storm conditions where fell

within this range. Gravel and boulder beaches typically exist in these ranges for . The

fundamental physical principles between beach slope and wave steepness are related

through the derivation of . Therefore, the derivation of follows below to show how

those arguments are used to later describe swash deceleration.

We begin with a wave impinging on a gravel or boulder slope as a swash bore that

collapses at the shore break and surges up the gravel beach face (Fig. ITT-I). This swash

bore must decelerate from a maximum velocity, um, at the shore break position (equal to

maximum run-down for monochromatic waves) to zero over a time interval ideally equal

to 1/2 the wave period. We can approximate maximum velocity with the following

Umax = (111-6)

where Hsb is the wave height at the shore break position. We can define a time interval t

as

1=11. (111-7)



The deceleration, of the swash equals the down slope component of gravity, gsin &.

This condition written for a sloping beach is

--=gsm9 (111-8)

where 0 is the angle between the beach face and horizontal (Fig. Ill-i). We can now

make the following approximation through substitution

=gsin9 (111-9)

where the substitution of H for Hsb is required to equate offshore wave steepness to

beach slope as expressed in the Iribarren number. Solving for sin 9 and squaring both

sides yields

.2 H,
(111-10)(sm o)

0.25gT2

solving 111-4 for wave period yields

T2 =L0(J (111-Il)

and substituting 111-11 into 111-10 yields

(sin
)2

(111-12)

0.25g[ L0
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squaring both sides and rearranging as a ratio equal to some constant yields

sin6
= constant

L,

(111-13)

where the constant is approximately the Iribarren number, , related to wave steepness

and beach slope expressed as sin 0.

Beach Roughness and Swash Resistance

Flow resistance, in a river, occurs in part because of bed roughness associated with

particle size. Maximum roughness for a river channel occurs when particle diameter

approaches flow depth (Van Rijn, 1982). By analog to a boulder beach, flow resistance of

the swash up the beach face occurs in part due to the roughness associated with boulder

size. The condition of maximum roughness occurs when boulder diameter equals run-up,

or when the swash thickness equals the boulder diameter (Fig. 111-2). This type of

roughness scale becomes important when estimating the frictional drag between the beach

face and the swash. The ratio used here to express average roughness of a boulder beach

is

R

D50
(III- 14)

where J)5Q is the intermediate mean boulder diameter comprising the beach face.
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Figure 111-2. Schematic diagram for two conditions of maximum roughness; one
when boulder diameter equals run-up elevation and another when boulder diameter just
equals swash thickness.

Hughes (1995) presents an equation for estimating the frictional resistance,fr'

associated with wave swash up a low sloping sand beach face

8

I2.5in13O

2

k

(111-15)
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where h3 is the thickness of the swash at any point on the beach face and k5 relates to

grain size. This expression is derived from arguments of boundary layer thickness for thily

turbulent uniform flow. Hughes (1995) made the assumption that swash velocity on a low

sloping sand beach can be approximated as steady state flow and that the roughness ratio

should be adjusted when concerned with the friction caused by entrained sediment.

Similarly, an assumption is made that roughness scaled by the run-up height and

boulder size modifies equation 111-15 into a first-order expression for the frictional

resistance, JBF. between the swash and surface of a boulder beach. This is done through



substitution of equation 111-14 for the roughness ratio, h. /k., in equation 111-15 and also

assuming that Jr is a proportional tofBF , thus yielding

8
JBF

I2.SinI30
2

(111-16)
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Wave tank experiments have shown that frictional drag of wave swash ranges from

0.3 for rough angular rip rap to 0.05 or less for smooth cobble and boulder slopes

(Kobushia and Greenwald, 1986; Kobushia et. al., 1988; Kobushia and Desilva, 1989).

Under maximum roughness conditions equation 111-16 gives a maximum value of 0.1 for

JBF. Data used from an Australian boulder beach gives a value of 0.03 forJflF with

equation 111-16. This value is consistent with reported values from experimental work.

Equation 111-16 is used simply as an objective way of determining a value for the drag

coefficient that appears in the following derivation for stress on the beach face.

Improvements in the predictions from the critical threshold and stability equations derived

would be expected given a better means of expressing frictional resistance. However,

equation 111-16 does give an objective estimate of frictional resistance within an expected

range of published values and by using easily obtainable physical data. Therefore, it

represents a best estimate at this time.

Wave Power and Wave Competence

Wave power represents the work available to entrain boulders composing a steep

sloping beach. It is intuitive that wave power increases during storm conditions and that

correspondingly larger boulders will be mobilized. The ability of waves to entrain

boulders is referred to as wave competence and it is related to the available wave power.

The shoreward energy flux in deep water, F0, is



P0=ECrn (111-17)
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where £ is wave energy, Cg is the group velocity and n is a dimensionless coefficient that

varies with depth equal to 0.5 in deep water and increasing to I as the wave shoals to the

break point (Komar 1976). Wave energy E is given by

E=/8pgH (111-18)

where the group velocity Cg is given as

Cg =(g/4n)T (111-19)

From these expressions one can see that wave power at the shore break, sb' directly

seaward of the beach face (Fig. 111-1), can be expressed as

= Constant*H,h2T (111-20)

where H5b is the height of the breaking wave (Fig. 111-3). Increasing the wave period for

any given wave height at the shore break position would increase the wave power

available to mobilize boulders on a beach (a point made earlier in discussing the limitations

of the Hudson formula).

Swash velocity is important for threshold entrainment. However, the movement of

boulders during storms occurs in response to other hydraulic complexities associated with

wave breaking and swash run-up. These complexities arise from factors such as: dynamic

pressure forces directly related to breaking waves, flow deceleration of the swash, and

internal head pressure within the beach matrix due to percolation. The approach taken

here is that the hydraulic forces active during storms are best represented by the wave
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height at the shore break position, Hb, wave period, T, run-up elevation of the wave

swash, R, and estimates of maximum and average swash velocities, Um and Uavg,

respectively (Fig. 111-3). The height of the breaker directly impinging the beach face, Hsb,

is analogous to engineering specifications that require determining wave height at the base

of the structure. Wave height at the shore break, Hb, is depth dependent and can be

estimated from the tide elevation above mean low water level. This is possible given that

the toe of a boulder or gravel beach typically coincides with elevation of the low tide

terrace (Nichols, 1988 and 1990) and data gathered for this thesis.

Sea Cliff
(Boulder Source)

Figure 111-3. Schematic depiction of wave collapse at the shore break position

followed by swash run-up on a boulder beach showing variables used to determine boulder

entrainment and stability. The low tide terrace typically corresponds to the mean low tide
level given here as mean lower low water (MLLW) for a mixed semi-diurnal tide.
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FORMULA DERIVATION

Defining Huid Stress on the Beach Face

For any environment the fluid force acting on a potentially mobile bed is the first quantity

of interest when evaluating threshold entrainment. For a steady-state turbulent flow the boundary

shear stress, t, is proportional to the fluid density and the square of the mean velocity U:

r p,U2 (111-2 1)

(Henderson, 1966; Sternberg, 1972; Yalin and Karahan. 1979). Shear stress between a

uniform turbulent flow and a potentially mobile bed can be derived from arguments of

conservation of momentum yielding

r= £pU2 (111-22)

wheref,. is a friction coefficient that refers to flow drag associated with bed roughness as

water flows through a channel. This expression relates the time-averaged mean velocity

near the bed to the force exerted by the fluid.

Wave swash up the beach face is not a steady-state flow but rather a decelerating

flow. Therefore, in order to apply equation 111-22 a modification for this non-steady

condition is needed. The first step is to separate and define two velocity terms; the

maximum swash velocity, Um, and the average swash velocity, Ug. The second step is

to substitute them into an expression for fluid stress more representative of the non-steady

state flow conditions of wave swash.

The maximum swash velocity, in shallow water is equal to the wave

velocity at the shore break and is related to the depth of water, hsb, plus the breaking

wave height, Hsb, in the following manner
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Umx =.%f *(hb +Hb). (111-23)

Ideally, swash velocity decreases from this maximum at the break point to zero at the

maximum run-up elevation, R (Fig. III- 3). Over the intervening distance, water

percolates into the beach matrix as the swash momentum decreases resulting in a seaward

flowing backwash after complete run-up.

The average swash velocity, , is used to represent swash deceleration as a

thnction of wave period and beach slope. This is done by dividing the horizontal

excursion distance of the run-up by the time it takes the swash to decelerate across that

distance (Fig. 111-3). This deceleration occurs over a time period, t, ideally equal to 1/2 of

the wave period, T, and the horizontal excursion distance, X, is defined by the run-up

elevation and beach slope geometrically as

X = R, * cot . (111-24)

The average velocity follows from substitution as

= = R,2f cot 0 (111-25)

where, f = ,j/, is the swash frequency.

Equation 111-22 can be used as a starting point to make a first-order approximation

of fluid stress applied to the beach face, tBF, by substituting the product of maximum

swash velocity, Um, and the average velocity, Ug. of the run-up for U2 in the

following manner

TBF = f11p 'U "U (111-26)
wi rnI
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where JBF represents flow drag between the beach face and the wave swash equation III-

16. This approach treats stress applied to the beach face by wave swash as a function of

the wave period, maximum and average swash velocities, run-up elevation, and slope.

Substitution of equation 111-23 and equation 111-25 into equation 111-26 yields

BF = fpU R2fcot 8 (111-27)

where r is dimensionally consistent with t, equation 111-22, for turbulent fluid stress in

rivers.

In contrast with a river, the non-steady-state flow condition that characterizes the

beach environment is addressed by separating the velocity squared term in equation 111-22

into two components, and Ug. The assumption is made that the U, term

represents the initial turbulent portion of wave up-rush that gives the swash its initial

impetus to travel up the beach face. The Ug term represents the "energy-depletion"

portion of the turbulent flow of wave swash up the beach face. During this phase the flow

velocity of the swash decelerates in response to gravity, frictional resistance due to surface

roughness and momentum lost to percolation. This aspect of swash deceleration enters

the derivation through the dependence of Ug on run-up elevation, beach slope and

swash frequency equation 111-22. Expressing stress in this maimer modifies the steady-

state turbulent flow expression, 111-22, into a non- steady-state expression, 111-27,

applicable to at least first-order for stress applied to the beach face. The assumptions

made above incorporate how far wave swash runs up the beach versus how long it takes

to get there, equation 111-25, into a dimensionally correct expression of the stressbetween

the swash and the beach face, equation 111-27.
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The immersed weight of each boulder, F, is the force that holds it to the beach

against the wave forces associated with wave collapse and swash run-up (Fig. 111-4).

The maximum boulder mass, m, that can be entrained by the wave force comes from the

definition of the immersed weight force, F1, in the following manner

FWOV

m, =(pp,,)g
p

-S

Immersed Weight Force

(111-28)

Wave Force Fwpy

-S
.5.

.5.

F
rwt

Figure 111-4. Schematic depicting the relationship between the wave force,
trying to push a spherical boulder into the beach and the weight force, acting to hold
the boulder in place. The angle 4 reflects the pivoting angle with a nearly spherical
boulder about the contact point C.

The flow trajectories of the water comprising the wave are initially directed into the beach

and then forced in the up slope direction as wave swash. Likewise, the force of the wave

initially tries to push the boulders horizontally in the direction of wave propagation;

however, entrainment occurs with the swash in the up-beach direction (Fig. 111-4). To

describe this relationship, the scalar value of the entraining wave force can be expressed as
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rBF*l (111-29)

where 1 is a length scale. An assumption is made here that 12 corresponds to a vertical

projection area of the beach face exposed to the available wave energy, rather than the

surface area of an individual boulder.

The overall goal is to relate increased wave energy or power to the entrainment of

larger boulders. This wave competence argument requires that the total wave force be

scaled according to some factor related to wave energy. Maximum wave energy at the

shore break is expressed as

EH = (111-30)

and the remaining energy on the beach face can be approximated by the run-up elevation

in the following manner

ER XPg' (111-31)

For the condition of critical threshold entrainment, the projection surface area of the beach

exposed to the available wave energy is scaled by defining 1 equal to R resulting in

Fj= rBF*R (111-32)

and substitution of equation 111-27 into equation 111-29 yields

I = !BFP WUXR 2f cot (11133)
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Substitution of run-up elevation, R, or wave height, Hb, at the shore break in equation

111-29 appropriately scales the wave force relative to the available wave energy. The

result of scaling in this manner is that the wave force increases with increasing wave

energy. Consequently, the final wave competence equation derived below predicts

increasingly larger boulders with increasing wave energy. This desired result would not

occur it the wave force was scaled relative to the surface area of a boulder. Therefore,

scaling the wave force relative to the elevation that the wave energy raises the water

surface is a necessary assumption. Boulder surface area enters the equation as part of a

coefficient in the derivation below. Further development of a critical threshold

entrainment equation for boulders on a beach follows that of the Shields entrainment

function for critical threshold entrainment in rivers.

Critical Threshold Entrainment

Critical threshold entrainment for any boulder on the beach face occurs when the

moment of the wave force, about the pivot point C equals the moment of the weight

force, F,

where

F*AC =F*BC

=(sincs) and BC=[coscb)

(111-34)

(111-35)

and D is the diameter of the sphere (Fig. 111-4). The wave force only acts against the

exposed projected surface area of the boulder, which is a function of size, shape and
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packing arrangements of the boulders composing the beach. Therefore, the wave force of

equation 111-32 can be modified to account for these factors in the following manner

F,rr rBF*RU*(___) UII-36)

where a1 is a shape factor and is a packing coefficient that together describe the

projection surface area exposed to the wave force. Critical threshold entrainment occurs

when the wave force equals the weight force

=Fj. (111-37)

Substitution of equations 111-28 for the immersed weight force and 111-33 for the wave

force into the force balance expression 111-3 7 and solving for the coefficients yields

C ATBF*R
(111-38)-f- tan =

a1 (p-pjgm

We can let

-tanØ=K, (111-39)
a1

where Kr is a non-dimensional variable. The product of the pivoting relationship, tan4,

between boulders and ratio of the packing coefficient to the shape factor forms a non-

dimensional variable dependent on the distribution of boulder size, shape and the

arrangement of boulders within the beach. This variable can be thought of as a complex

constant related to boulder stability. This is analogous to the Shields entrainment

function, 9, as well as the stability coefficient, Km in the Hudson Formula (111-1).
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Wave tank experiments aimed at finding values for KD yielded a value of 1.2 for smooth

rounded cobbles under wave attack.

Friction and boulder interlocking are factors that oppose entrainment due to lift

and drag forces and dynamic pressure forces that develop through wave breaking directly

on the beach face and swash run-up. It is possible to write even more complex equations

that consider all of the possible force vectors associated wave breaking and swash run-up.

However, drag and lift forces depend on depth and velocity both of which change across

the beach face during wave run-up, as well as from wave to wave and the dynamic

pressure forces depend on breaking wave form. Furthermore, all of these forces act upon

boulder surface area that depends on size, shape, and packing arrangements of the

boulders within the beach. Therefore, it is also clearly evident that it would be extremely

difficult at best to transfer a force vector analysis to a boulder beach exposed to a variable

wave and tide climate and also composed of a distribution of boulder sizes and shapes

(Fig. 111-3). Moreover, it would be entirely impractical if not impossible to measure in the

field the projection surface area, pivoting angles and interlocking relationships for all

boulders composing a beach. Therefore, friction and interlocking are accounted for with

the stability coefficient, Kr, in an analogous manner to the stability coefficient, KD, of the

Hudson Formula, and the wave force is presented as a scalar, 111-29, related to wave

energy.

The mass, m, of the largest boulder that can be entrained relative to the given wave

force is the quantity of interest. Therefore, substitution of 111-39 into 111-38 and solving

for mass, m, yields

PSrBF*R
(111-40)

Kr(ps p)g

and substitution ofCBF, equation 111-27, into 111-40 yields
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pw)

(111-41)
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where MR = m and refers to the critical threshold mass scaled relative to the rim-up

elevation. This represents the final form of the wave-competency equation. Equation III-

41 can be thought of as a threshold entrainment equation because, as will be shown, it

estimates the critical threshold condition of boulder transport on a beach during storms.

One would expect that a slightly larger boulder would have the minimum mass

necessary to remain stable. Substitution of the shore break wave height, H5b, for 1 in

equation 111-29 yields

LI _PJBFUmaXRUHb2f
/

Kr[''1gtanO
" }

(111-42)

Here MN represents a boulder mass slightly larger than the predicted threshold

entrainment mass, MR, because it is scaled to a slightly higher wave energy. Equation

111-42 is taken as the minimum mass necessary to maintain stability under the given wave

conditions. This expression includes both the wave period and the swash velocity. It is

compared with the Hudson formula to illustrate that the mass estimates relate best to static

conditions.

FORMULA TESTING AND DISCUSSION

The Data

Field data is used to compare estimates of boulder mass with equation 111-41. This

data set comes from a field study where boulder transport on a beach was monitored over
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a two year period with wave heights and periods recorded by a nearby wave-buoy (Oak,

1985). A range of wave heights and periods are used to further demonstrate the effect of

wave period and as a comparison of the stability equation 111-42 with the Hudson formula

111-1. This analysis compares significant of1hore wave height H5 ranging from 1 m to 8 m

on 0.5 m intervals and periods of 5, 10, and 15 seconds, respectively. The combination

of wave heights and periods covers a range of natural possibilities.

Breaker heights, maximum and average swash velocity, and run-up heights are

estimated from the significant deep water wave height, 115 and period, T and the slope of

the beach face. Breaker height, 1Ib was found using 115 and T with the following

empirical expression given by Koniar and Gaughan (1973)

Hh = O.39g"5(T * H2)2' (111-43)

The stability coefficient Kr was set to one in an attempt to quantifi how well the physical

variables estimate field data. It is also noted that for smooth round cobbles the stability

coefficient KD of the Hudson formula was found from empirical wave tank data to be

equal to a value of 1.2 and one would not expect these stability coefficients to differ

greatly.

Kiama Beach Field Data

Kiania Beach is a pocket beach on the South Western coast of Australia. It is 150

m long, 23 m wide with an average slope 0.157 (Oak, 1981). Cliff headlands supply

boulder material for the beach that forms a boulder bank throughout the tidal zone with a

mean size of 0.256 m (Oak 1981). Oak (1981) monitored the movement of individual

boulders from Kiama Beach for a period of two years. The movement of boulders was

monitored by establishing a survey grid over the beach and recording the position and size

of individuni boulders corresponding to each grid point. During the monitoring period

Kiania beach was surveyed eleven times following the passing of storms. Wave heights
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and periods were recorded from a local offshore wave-buoy. The mass of the largest

boulder that had been moved by waves was also recorded. These data were published in

Oak (1985) and are arranged here in the first three columns of table 1 in order of

increasing wave height of each storm event. The values for the Iribarren number, E, for

each reported storm event fell within the range appropriate for estimates of rim-up height

with equation 111-5 (Table 111-1). Those values are used to compare both equations and

the field data of Oak (1985). The value ofp5 was estimated at 2700 kg/rn3 and the value

for stability coefficient, KD. was taken as 1.2. Values for the stability coefficient, Km.

range from a low value of 1.2 for smooth rounded cobbles to 7 for placed angular stone

(table 7-8, SPM 1984). For the Hudson formula larger values ofKD reflect the increased

collective strength gained due to interlocking of the placed angular rock.

Table 111-1. Oak (1985) data and other variables estimated by the listed equation number.

Oak Data Supplemental Analysis
Hç. T Largest R2% Um Crit. Thr

Buoy Buoy Boulder (111-3) (111-43) (111-5) (111-23) (111-4 1)
(m) (sec) (kg) (ND) (m) (m) (mIs) (kg)
2.1 10 28 1.35 2.8 1.56 7.91 195

2.2 12 53 1.59 3.12 1.92 8.36 318
2.2 11 93 1.45 3.02 1.76 8.22 262
2.3 11 24 1.42 3.12 1.8 8.36 285
3.2 12 27 1.32 4.21 2.32 9.71 647
3.3 11 39 1.19 4.17 2.16 9.66 567
4.2 14 24 1.34 5.57 3.1 11.17 1523
4.3 14 2191 1.32 5.68 3.13 11.27 1593
5.1 15 898 1.30 6.69 3.65 12.24 2563
5.4 11 1276 0.93 6.19 2.76 11.77 1444
6 12 935 0.96 6.97 3.17 12.49 2137
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Comparison of the Critical Threshold Equation with Field Data

The critical threshold equation 111-41 adequately approximates (within a factor of

2 to 3) boulder mass at low wave heights of 2 m and gives better estimates (less then a

factor of 2) at wave heights above 4.25 m (Fig. 111-5). The drop in estimated mass

between a wave height of 5.1 m and 5.4 mis due to a respective decrease in wave period

from 15 to 11 seconds (Fig. 111-5 and Table 111-1). This illustrates that increasing wave

power also increases the size of boulders that can be transported, confirming the intuitive

expectations that lead to the derivation of both equations 111-4 1 and 111-42.

The poor correlation between equation 111-4 1 and field data for wave heights less

then 4 m is interpreted as due to interlocking and friction between particles dominating the

hydraulic forces (Fig. 111-5). The friction between particles would be related to size,

shape, and packing of the boulders composing Kiama Beach.

Oak (1981) made a plot of wave-buoy data over the beach monitoring period that

showed wave heights of 2 m having an approximate 50% exceedance probability, and

waves of 4 m a 2% exceedance probability. Storm wave conditions (wave heights> 4 m)

are competent to transport the mean boulder size of 0.25 m (Fig. 111-5). The D90 boulder

size for Kiama Beach is 0.7 m (as determined from plots of frequency distributions in Oak

1981). This boulder size is entrained when the deep-water significant wave height exceeds

4.25 m(Fig. 111-5).
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1.40 + --7408

Stability Through Grain Paddng Over 90% of Boulders Entrained
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Eq. 111-41
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Figure 111-5. Comparison between threshold equation 111-41 and field data of Oak
(1985). The nominal diameter is the diameter of a sphere of equal mass and is included to
give a better understanding of the size of the boulders relative to the mass.

It is interpreted that when wave heights exceed 4 m a competent energy level is

reached at which point 90 % of the available boulders have the potential to be transported.

This size range only becomes mobile during storms where, H > -4 mand it is here where

the estimates of threshold mass from equation 111-4 1 more closely match the field data

(Fig. 111-5). At this high energy regime nearly all boulders composing the beach have the

potential for entrainment, and therefore, friction and interlocking between boulders is

greatly reduced.

Critical Threshold Versus Minimum Stability

Equation 111-41 provides a means for estimating threshold boulder mass for a set

of given wave parameters and beach slope. Equation 111-42 is similar in that it estimates

the minimum stone mass that is stable against movement. The important implication of
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having two separate equations is that there are two distinct ranges in boulder size that are

estimated both a function of wave period (Fig. 111-6). This is very advantageous from a

design perspective given that is more desirable to use a size range of quarry material rather

than designing for a single size as would be estimated from the Hudson Formula, 111-1.

One would expect that the difference between these two ranges should be small.

A comparison of estimates for these two equations shows that the difference is indeed

small (Fig. 111-6). The static range is slightly narrower than the dynamic range, a

function of the role wave period and run-up plays in each of the equations. The estimated

mass from equation 111-41 is dominated by the cube of wave run-up which in turn is a

function of wave period. In contrast, the mass estimate from equation 111-42 is driven

predominately by the square of the breaker height.

Plotting two lines for the Hudson formula in Figure 111-8 withKD values of 1.2

and 7 respectively estimates a tested static range in stone mass relative to a range of wave

heights. The value 1.2 is valid for sloping rock structures built with smooth rounded

stones and the value of 7 is valid for placed rough angular stones (Table 7-8 SPM, 1984).

Together they result in a Hudson stability range dependent on particle interlocking (Fig.

111-7). Estimates from the stability equation 111-42 for wave periods of 5, 10 and 15

seconds respectively, plot within the stability range of the Hudson formula (Fig. 111-7).

Results show that the larger is the wave period, the larger is the estimated stable mass.
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Figure 111-6. Comparison of the Hudson formula 111-1 with estimates from
threshold equation 111-4 1 and the static equation 111-42 over a range of wave periods from
5 to 15 seconds.
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Comparing the two equations in this fashion shows that equation 111-42 can indeed

be considered a static equation, given that estimates lie in or above the static range of the

Hudson formula (Fig. Ill-i). This result is advantageous in that with equation 111-42 wave

period effects can be addressed when estimating a range of boulder sizes for a static shore-

protection structure. The advantage also comes from not having to assume the proper Kr

stability coefficient, as compared with the Hudson Formula, 111-1, where the proper KD

value depends on estimating angularity of the structure material, mode of placement,

morphology (i.e. structure head or trunk) and the expected form of wave breaking.

CONCLUSIONS

The two formulas derived could be useful in the initial evaluation and design of

both static and dynamic revetments constructed with unconsolidated quarry stone. These

equations offer a significant improvement over the Hudson formula. Equation 111-4 1 was

derived to estimate the critical threshold mass, MR

PSfBFUmaXR2f

gtane
pw )

(111-41)

With substitution of Hsb for the length scale in the wave force expression, 111-29, yields

M PSfBFUfllacRUHth2f
H /

K,.IPSPW lgtanO
P }

(111-42)

where MH is the minimum stable mass. Equation 111-41 closely approximates the field

data of maximum entrained boulder mass (Fig. 111-5). Equation 111-41 more closely

approximates field data at wave heights greater than 4 m (Fig. 111-5). This "wave
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competency" level of 4.25 m entrains the measured D90 grain size fraction (the grain size

fraction at which 90 % of the beach material is smaller) for Kiama Beach. Under storm

conditions boulder interlocking and friction are second order factors relative to swash

velocity, run-up elevation wave height and period. However, empirical testing of 111-41 to

determine appropriate empirical values for Kr would improve the results.

Increasing wave period will have the effect of transporting larger boulders due to

increased wave power. Estimates from equation 111-41 when compared with field data

(Fig. 111-5) and 111-42 when compared to a range of wave heights and periods (Figs. III- 6

& 7), support this conclusion. The advantage of equation 111-42 over the Hudson formula

is that it estimates unit mass in the static range without the need to estimate the value of a

stability coefficient. Another advantage is that both 111-41 and 111-42 estimate a range of

rock sizes appropriate for design rather than a single size. Moreover, both equations III-

41 and 111-42 incorporate the important physical parameters acting on the beach face:

breaking wave height, wave period, swash velocity and elevation of the swash run-up, as

opposed to relying on an empirical fit with offshore wave conditions. Future testing

against field data are necessary to fully evaluate the potential of the derived equations.
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CHAPTER 4

PREDICTING THE CREST HEIGHT OF A GRAVEL BEACH

ABSTRACT

The beach crest is a common morphological feature formed by the deposition of

sediment carried up-slope by wave swash. The elevation to which waves can pile gravel is

a function of the size and density of the material relative to the hydraulic components of

swash velocity, wave frequency and run-up height. Two equations are derived that relate

the height of the beach crest to the wave forces and the beach material. The first

derivation compares the wave force acting to move a stone up the beach face with a

weight force acting to hold the stone in place. The second derivation relates the potential

energy per unit area of the beach crest to the total wave energy that lifled and deposited

the material above a given sea-level datum. As a test of the derived equations, the actual

crest height of one natural gravel beach was accurately estimated by both equations

derived. Further research and testing on other natural beaches are needed to verify the

equations.



INTRODUCTION

Processes that Form a Beach Crest

The beach crest is a morphological feature that defines the highest elevation above

the still water level that waves have piled material. Wave swash can pile gravel and cobble

material (i.e.. intermediate diameters 0.025 to 0.25 m) several meters above the still water

level, given sufficient wave energy. Bagnold (1940) was the first to undertake an

experimental approach relating grain size, D and deep-water significant wave height, H,

to the height of the beach crest

h =b*H,. (IV-l)

where h is the elevation of the beach crest above the still water level and b is a

proportionality coefficient related to the particle size where

b= 1.68 forD=0.7 cm,
b l.78forD=0.3cm,
b1.8for D0.OScm.

Of particular interest is the small range in values for the b proportionality

coefficient compared to the relatively large range in particle size indicating that variables

other than just wave height may account for more of the expected variance, van der Meer

and Pilarczyk (1986) found that wave period had a major effect on crest height while size

grading of the material had only a minor one. Bagnold (1940) also observed that the

elevation of the beach crest was equal to the height reached by swash surge up the beach

face. The elevation that swash surge can reach is referred to as the run-up height. The

height to which run-up can reach is a function of energy loss due to friction with the

bottom, that lost to sediment transport, internal dissipation of energy due to turbulence

and loss of water to percolation. Bagnold (1940) argued that the potential energy carried

away by the water that percolates into the beach pebbles results in a situation where the

return flow of the backwash can not transport an equal quantity of material just deposited

by the previous swash. Bascom (1954) noted that the largest waves were responsible for
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the construction of a beach crest given that their swash would completely over-top the

existing crest, depositing material as the swash percolated into the beach. This describes

the condition under which gravel and coarse sand beaches develop a distinct beach crest

above the level of some still-water datum (Fig. TV-i).

Bagno1ds (1940) experiments were performed in a glass-walled wave tank where

he observed the mode of sediment transport responsible for constructing the beach crest.

In all of those experiments, that involved gravel, he reported that the beach crest was

formed by material thrown up by the swash of the waves. During intense up-rush of the

wave swash the situation exists where swash velocity is much greater than the settling

velocity of the gravel composing the beach. Under these conditions stones are not rolled

up-slope, but instead are thrown up or transported in a mode of high saltation (Fig. TV-i).

The assumption is made that a beach crest composed of gravel and cobble sized

material (i.e., <0.25 m in diameter) develops only during storm wave conditions, where

deep-water waves are breaking some distance off-shore, forming a surf zone several

breakers wide. Under these conditions the wave attack at the gravel beach could best be

described as a bore collapse followed by intense swash up the beach face, resulting in

some material being carried to the height of the beach crest of the previous wave or storm

event (Fig. IV-l).
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Backshore

Beach Crest

Low lide Terrace (MLL

Figure TV-I. Schematic graphic of the process of bore collapse, swash run-up and
the suspension of gravel material being thrown up to form the beach crest. The low tide
terrace typically corresponds to the mean low tide level given here as mean lower low

water (MLLW) for a mixed semi-diurnal tide.

Empirical Relations

Since the initial work by Bagnold (1940) several recent wave tank experiments

have provided empirical equations aimed at estimating crest height from wave height,

period, storm duration and grain size data ( Pilarczyk and der Boer, 1983; van der Meer

and Pilarczyk, 1986; van der Meer, 1987; van der Meer and Pilarczyk; 1988; Ahrens,

1990; Ward and Ahrens, 1991; Bradbury and Powell, 1992; van der Meer, 1992; Silvester

and Hsu, 1993). The first empirical equation to come from what has become a decade of

wave tank work on the dynamics of gravel material under wave attack was the following

(IV-2)

where D90 is the grain size such that 90% of the sediment is smaller, C0 is the deep-water

wave celerity, K is a coefficient equal to 0.1 when the argument within [] <100 and equal

to 0.6 when [1 >100 and u is the angle of wave approach (Pilarczyk and der Boer, 1983).
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Pilarczyk arid der Boer (1983) and van der Meer and Pilarczyk (1986) showed that

both increasing incident wave height and period resulted in increased berm heights and

that the initial beach profile had little effect on the final adjusted profile. More recent

work correlated experiment duration, N, representing the number ofwaves with crest

height, h, for gravel beaches and coastal engineered breakwaters yielding the following

empirical relation

= aN" (JV-3)

where a and b aie correlation coefficients equal to 0.089 and 0.15 respectively (van der

Meer, 1992). Silvester and Hsu (1993) present the following equation

h = 0.302T.Ji (JV-4)

using data and empirical relationships developed in van der Meer and Pilarczyk (1988),

Ahrens (1990), and Ward and Ahrens (1991).

The above relations (TV-3 and IV-4) show that the height of the beach crest is

related to wave height, period, steepness and the number of waves, regardless of the size

and density of the beach material. From equation IV-3 we can see that as storm duration

increases, or when wave period increases (i.e., L0 = 1.56* T2), the height of the beach

crest will increase. Intuitively, one can reason that the height of the beach crest must then

be related to how wave period affects run-up, swash velocity and the number of swashes

that carry sediment to the top of the beach. Equations IV-2, IV-3. and IV-4 are more

closely related to run-up on the slopes tested than they are predictive of how high the

wave forces can build a beach because mass and density of the beach material are not

included.
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Maximum wave heights in large wave tanks axe on order of 1 m or less and the

particle size is on order of 0.01 m. Storm waves generated in the ocean can commonly

exceed 6 m annually and particle size typically approaches 1 m for boulder beaches.

Consequently, scaling from the wave tank to natural beaches involves uncertainties. Even

with these limitations, empirical relationships derived in large wave tanks give insight to

the relative importance of the 2-D wave processes active when waves build a beach crest.

It is also intuitive that there would be a maximum crest height related to storm

intensity, as well as particle size, density and supply (Orford, J.D., 1977; Forbes, et al.,

1995; Orford, ID., et.al, 1996). Therefore, size and density of the material combined

with the morphology of the beach record an amplitude related to the intensity of storm

run-up. Scaling the amplitude, h, of the beach building process as a function of the wave

run-up versus particle size is discussed below.

Estimating Frictional Drag Using Relative Roughness

A minimum requirement for building a beach crest is that particle diameter, D,

equals the swash thickness at maximum run-up (Fig.IV-1). If a particle was larger than

the swash thickness it would likely not reach the crest due to friction with the beach. The

ratio of the elevation of the swash run-up on the beach face, R, to the intermediate

particle diameter of the largest stone, Dm, comprising the beach crest results in a

maximum roughness scaling criteria. Therefore, RUID, is a logical ratio for

expressing the roughness of the beach face. Scaling relative roughness in this manner is

analogous to techniques used to scale flow resistance in rivers. Roughness scaled by the

run-up height and maximum particle size of the beach crest can be substituted into

equation 111-16 yielding



Cd =
8

I2.51n130
R

2

where Cd refers to form drag associated with particle suspended in a flow.

(IV-5)
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Sternberg (1972) estimated values of Cd at 0.002 to 0.003 for coarse sand and

pebbles (<0.Olm diameter material). Voulgaris (et. al., 1994) determined values in the

same range for a gravel-bed tidal channel. Wave tank experiments have shown that

frictional drag is equal to 0.3 for rough angular rip-rap and closer to 0.05, or less, when

dealing with a gravel beach face (Kobushia and Greenwald, 1986; Kobushia et al., 1988;

Kobushia and DeSilva, 1989). Data used here for the ratio R /D from a gravel beach

on the Oregon coast give an average value of 0.027 for Cd using equation IV-5. This

value is close to the reported values from experimental work on frictional drag due to

wave swash providing an acceptable way to objectively estimate the frictional drag using

easily obtainable physical data. Therefore, equation IV-5 represents a best estimate at this

time for Cd.

FORMULA DERIVATIONS

Force Balance Derivation

The main object of this chapter is to derive two equations that relate the height of

the beach crest to the hydraulic forces induced by waves and the beach material. The

average fluid stress, T3F applied to the beach face has been related to the up-slope swash

deceleration through the product of maximum and average swash velocity (Chapter III).

The assumption made here is that in order to build a beach crest individual stones must

either be thrown up to the beach crest or carried in a mode of high saltation by the swash.

acting on an individual particle is written in the following manner
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rBF * D2 (IV-6)

where D is an approximation of the projected surface area of the particle being

transported. The n'thijmum critical threshold condition occurs when the wave force. F,,

just equals or exceeds the immersed weight force, F1

F0 =(p-pjgD (IV-7)

where P is the stone density. Equating with F describes the minimum critical

threshold condition

'wt

and substitution yields

(IV-8)

Cdp,,UXRU2fDI2 cot 0= (p p,)gD3. (IV-9)

The beach crest height, h, can only attain a height equal to the vertical elevation

reached by the run-up, R, of the wave swash above high tide or some measure of the still

water level, hb (Fig.IV- 1). Therefore, by substitution h = R. Solving IV-9 for h yields

h = '
. (IV- 10)

CdPw,U 2 f cot 0

and with further substitution

(IV-1l)
2 p, J1 CdU )



When testing the equation from field data the particle diameter chosen was taken as the

mean size, D50. Other studies on gravel transport in rivers have shown that the value for

the dimensionless shear stress depends the ratio D /D50, and is an important scaling

parameter when relating critical threshold entrainment to particle size and flow hydraulics

(Van Rijn, 1982; Andrews, 1983 and 1984; Carling. 1983; Novak and Nalluri, 1975 and

1984; Komar, I 987a&b; 1988; and 1989). Large values for the ratio indicate the inclusion

of a probable erratic that would produce erroneous shear stress values for gravel transport

in rivers. The choice ofD50 size fraction results in a similar scaling ratio within equation

Tv-Il. The use of another size fraction like D90 used in equation IV-2 may prove more

appropriate given further field testing in the future. However, there is not a good physical

reason to chose another value, and therefore, the choice ofD50 remains somewhat

arbitrary.

Equation Tv-il is the first one of interest relating crest height to a balance

between the wave forces that are trying to lift a stone above the still water level and the

immersed weight force that holds a grain to the beach face. Therefore, equation TV-il is

referred to as a force balance expression relating directly to the physical factors describing

the beach material, the wave frequency, swash velocity and associated drag as a function

of the relative roughness of the beach face.

Potential Energy Derivation

The second equation used to predict the height of the beach crest is derived by

first defining the potential energy of a mass of beach material elevated above some sea

level datum. The potential energy, FE, of a mass of material composing the beach crest

should closely equal the total energy, E, of the waves that put the material there minus

friction

PE = E -friction. (TV-12)



The expression for wave energy is given by linear wave theoiy as

E=I/8gpH.

The potential energy, PE, can be written in the following manner

FE = mgh

(TV-13)

(IV-14)
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where m is the mass per unit area of beach crest. The assumption is made that the grains

are put into suspension by the swash and are thrown up the beach face forming the crest.

Those grains that are not put into suspension would subsequently not reach the crest due

to friction. Substitution of equations IV-13 and IV-14 into equation IV-12 neglecting

friction and solving for beach crest height, h, results in the following expression

k
pH
8m

(IV-15)

Both equations Tv-il and Tv-i 5 incorporate tide elevation into the derivation.

The tide enters equation Tv-Il through the estimation of the maximum swash velocity,

Um, with the appropriate expression for the shallow water wave celerity equation at the

shore break

= Jg(hh +HSb) (Iv-16)

where h5b is the tidal elevation above the mean lower low tide (Fig. TV-I). Gravel

beaches typically are fronted by a low sloping sand beach or wave cut bedrock terrace

where the slope inflection corresponds with mean low water (Nicholls, 1988 and 1990).
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This allows the tide elevation above mean low water to be used as a close approximation

of water depth (Fig. IV-2). The tide enters equation IV- 15 through the following

expression for the breaking condition.

= O.78hb (IV-17)

Komar (1976).

FORMULA TESTING AND DISCUSSION

Model Test

In order to estimate the height of the beach crest, both the empirical equations IV-

2, IV-3, IV-4 and those derived here IV-1 I and IV-1 S require the following data: wave

height, II, period, T, the average highest high tide, hsb, some measure of grain size, D,,

beach slope, and the average mass per area of the beach crest (Fig. IV-2). To obtain these

required data a beach was surveyed and sediment samples were collected from the beach

crest (Fig. IV-2). M analysis of wave data covering the time period over which the beach

morphology was observed to have developed provide the necessary wave and tide

statistics. A discussion follows of how these data were measured in the case of the beach

and determined in the case of the storm-wave conditions.

Physical Description of Short Beach

A coarse grained beach (i.e. boulders to gravel) located on the Oregon Coast and

known locally as Short Beach was chosen to test the equations (Fig. 1V-3). Short Beach

is a small pocket beach bounded on the north by Cape Mears, and the headland of Three

Arch Rocks National Wildlife Refuge (Fig. IV-3). The beach morphology was surveyed

on 4-18-96 with a total station. Twelve backshore headstakes were established (A-L Fig.

4 top). Their elevation above mean lower low water (MLLW) was determined from the
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reported elevation survey monument 1 5-5A established in 1968 by the Oregon State

Highway Department.

The sediment supply for Short Beach comes from a landslide that dumps material

from a broken basalt flow on to the beach (Fig. IV-4 top). The landslide material ranges

in size from boulders several meters in diameter to angular gravel and sand. A clear

southward gradation from boulders to cobbles occurs across the front of the landslide

(Fig. IV-4 bottom): A gravel beach begins at headstake G extending to A (Fig. IV-4

bottom). The grain size plotted for the gravel beach (G to A) are for the maximum grains

and the mean size is plotted for landslide area (H through L).
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Figure IV-2. Graphic showing the survey data points of a gravel beach and the
related information needed to test and compare equations IV-2, IV-3, IV-4, IV-!! and
equation IV-15. Note that the base of the gravel beach face closely approximates mean
lower low water level.
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A total of 319 boulders composing the beach between the northern border and

headstake Kwere measured with a meter stick. A I m2 grid was used to delineate an

area of the mid-beach face fronting headstakes (H, I, & J) from which the three orthogonal
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axes of the cobbles and boulders falling within the grid were measured. A 0.25 m2 grid

was used to collect samples from the beach crest fronting headstakes (A-G). Each 0.25

m2 grid was sampled to a depth equal to the size of the largest rock that fell within the

grid. The mass of each sample from the 0.25 m2 grid was measured with a spring scale.

Summary statistics of all the grain size data from the beach crest appears in table IV- 1.

Table IV-1. Particle diameters, sample mass and surveyed crest height
corresponding to the headstake ID as shown in figure IV-4 top.

ID Dmax

b-axis

(cm)

D90

b-axis

(cm)

D50

b-axis

(cm)

Sample

mass

(kg/rn2)

Crest

height

(m)

A 12 10.2 6.8 100 5.89

B 12 7.5 5.0 96 5.67

C 10 7.5 4.85 98 6.14

D 13.4 11.8 8.37 114.8 5.96

E 10.3 9.4 5.5 63.2 6.03

F 8.3 7 4.92 48 5.92

G 12.5 8.8 6.09 80 6.15

AVG 11.21 8.9 5.93 84.4 5.97

The main supply of the large boulders occurs in the area of the landslide and it is

this area that extends furthest seaward into the surf zone at high tide (Fig. IV-4 top). An

extensive gravel beach begins at headstake G and extends for 500 m to headstake A (Fig.

IV-4). The gravel beach section (headstakes A-G) was characterized by a distinct crest

extending 10 to 15 m seaward from the backshore location of the headstakes (Fig. IV-5).

The beach crest was built by storm wave action between 1-1-95 and 4-18-96 (personal
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observation) to an average elevation of 5.9 rn I and Fig. IV-5). The beach crest

was built to an approximate elevation of 6 m above MLLW (Fig. IV-5). A distinct

boundary between the steep faced gravel beach and the sandy low tide terrace was

surveyed on 4/18/96 at an average elevation of I m above MLLW (Fig. IV-5). This

boundary advances shoreward in response to swell waves and seaward during storms.

The average slope of the beach face was 0.15 (rn/rn).
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Figure IV-5. Shore normal survey transect lines and data points extending seaward
from the headstakes (B-G) are shown. The headstake locations are show in figure IV-4
top.

Wave and Tide Data Analysis

An analysis of wave and tide data revealed five major storms most likely

responsible for building the beach crest surveyed on 4/18/96 (Fig. IV-5). The wave data

comes from NOAA buoy # 46002 (Fig. IV-3). It was chosen over several buoys located

closer to Short Beach given that it had a complete wave record over the period of interest

from (1-1-95) to (4-18-96). A recent study (Tillotson, 1997) demonstrated that the deep-
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water wave climate is essentially uniform along the Pacific Northwest coastline.

Therefore, choosing the more complete record was more important than choosing the

closest wave recorder. The wave data is composed of hourly averages of significant wave

height and dominant wave period. Corresponding hourly tide estimates were produced

with a software package that bases predictions on NOAA data (Nautical Soflware, 1996).

Corrected time and value adjustments were complete for Tillamook Bay, Barview, an

exposed ocean site located approximately 10 kilometers north of Short Beach (Fig. IV-3).

A time-series plot of deep-water wave power was calculated for each hourly

increment of the wave record (Fig. IV-7 top). Deep-water wave power, P1 = E*Cg,

represents the available force that can do work on the beach. Five relatively significant

storms are apparent from the plot of wave power (Fig. IV-6 top). The difference between

winter storms and summer swell is also clearly evident (Fig. IV-6 top).

Deep-water wave power is the first component of interest. However, the elevation of

wave run-up on the beach coupled with the tide level at the time of the storm is also a

major factor. The elevation of the beach crest is determined by how high the run-up of the

wave swash can pile material. A time-series of wave nm-up plus tide (Fig. IV-6 middle)

versus the mean height of the beach crest reveals which storms with significant wave

power actually were able to overtop the beach crest (Fig.IV-6 middle). it is clear that

some wave events that were not of significant wave power were able to reach the top of

the beach crest given that they occurred during monthly tidal maximum (wave events

during Sept. through Nov. 1995).
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Figure IV-6. A time-series plot of deep-water wave power prior to the survey
date of 4/18/96 (top). The time-series of estimated run-up height plus the tide level is
plotted versus the surveyed beach crest elevation (middle). A time-series plot of estimated
threshold diameter is shown on the bottom. Five storm-wave events are identified.
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Further evaluation of which storms are responsible for building the surveyed beach crest

required a time-series plot of the predicted critical threshold mass calculated utilizing

equation (111-41) derived in chapter 3. The nominal particle diameter of a sphere of the

same mass was then determined and plotted (Fig. IV-6 bottom). The time-series plot of

the critical threshold diameter in comparison with the one meter boulder diameter

indicates that each identified storm satisfied the requirement that wave force active during

these storms be greater than the critical threshold conditions for gravel.

Field Data Results

Estimates of beach crest height, for Short Beach, can be made given the values

taken from the storm analysis (Table 2) the measured slope of the beach face and mean

grain size of the material forming the beach crest (Fig. IV-7). It was concluded that one,

or all, of the identified storms deposited the sampled sediment found at the measured

beach crest for each transect (A-G)). Equation IV-3 an estimate of the number of waves,

N. This was done by sunmiing the minutes where run-up equaled or exceeded the

surveyed elevation of the beach crest for each of the five identified storm events shown in

the middle panel of figure 1V-6. The significant number of waves was then calculated by

dividing the total minutes for each storm that run-up equaled or exceeded the beach crest

by the average wave period for the duration. Stone density, P' was determined by

measuring the mass of several stones and the volume of water they displaced, resulting in

a value of 2,772 kglm3. The density of sea water, pu,., was taken as 1,025 kg/rn3.

The estimates of crest elevation utilizing these data were compared between

equations IV-2, IV-3, IV-4 and those derived here equations IV- 11 and IV- 15 and the

surveyed beach crest elevation (Fig. IV-8). The angle of wave approach is essentially zero

due to wave refraction (e.g. -Josa = 1), and therefore, the K is a coefficient equal to 0.6

given that [1 >100 for equation IV-2. The tide elevation of 2.5 m was added to the
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results from equations IV-2, IV-3 and IV-4 given that these equations predict crest height

above the still water level in wave tanks.

Table IV-2. Statistical results from storm analysis.

Storm Mean Peak Tide Dur. Sig Sig. # of Wa

Date Wave Ht Period T max Run-up (Dur/avgT)

(m) (sec.) (m) (mm.)

1 Jan. 95 5.3 15.8 2.7 35 150

2 March95 6.7 14.7 2.3 42 180

3 Dec. 95 6.3 14.3 2.3 53 220

4 Feb. 96 5.9 13.4 2.4 38 160

5 April96 5.3 14 2.8 48 200

AVERAGE 5.9 14.4 2.5 43 180

12
11

? - Avg. Beach Crest = 5.97 m

9 -\
I

D 0.15m, D =0.089mmax 90
8 .'-. D5 = 0.059 m
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Figure IV-7. Survey proffle data and the necessary variables to test the equations.
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The estimated height of the beach crest above M1LLW from equation Tv-il is 6.1

m and the predicted crest height from equation IV-1 5 is 5.8 m. The difference between

these estimates and the actual average measured crest height (6.0 m) is close to the

maximum particle diameter (0.22 m) found on the beach crest (table 1 D). The two

equations derived here closely estimate the surveyed elevation of the beach crest at Short

Beach, Oregon (Fig. IV-8).

The estimate ofUm in equation IV-i 1 with equation TV-il simply adds wave

height, Hsb, to the water depth rather than wave amplitude (e.g. i/2Hb). This results in

an increased water depth for the estimate of Um approximately 1 m greater than adding

just the wave amplitude. This in part compensates for not directly including the effects of

wave set-up, given that it could elevate the water colunm during storms on the order of a

meter. Set-up is not accounted for in equation IV-15. One could argue that it should be

included, making the prediction from IV-15, 6.8 m rather than 5.8 m. However, including

set-up in equation IV-1 5 would not improve the prediction (Fig. 8).

14
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Equation#

Figure IV-8. Comparison of the estimates from equationsIV-2, IV-3, IV-4, TV-I 1,

TV- 15 with the surveyed crest height of 5.9 m.
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CONCLUSIONS

Two equations that relate the height of the beach crest to the wave forcing and the

beach material were derived. Both derivations rely on the assumption that gravel is

thrown up to form a beach crest or moved in a mode of high saltation during wave swash

up the beach slope. The estimate of crest height from equation Tv-i i is a force balance

expression relating directly to the physical factors describing the beach material, the swash

velocity, frequency and associated drag as a function of the relative roughness of the

beach face

i(p_p)(gTDtane (TV-li)
2 ) CdU )

The derivation of the second equation IV-15 relates the potential energy of a mass of

beach material elevated above some sea level datum to the wave energy that deposited it

h.
8m

(JV-15)

Both equations TV-Il and TV-i 5 accurately estimated the crest height of one natural

gravel beach (Fig. IV-8). However, further field testing of these equations is required to

fully except their validity in predicting the elevation of a gravel beach crest.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The general theme is that the size of the largest stone composing a coarse grained

deposit reflects the magnitude of the hydraulic event that last transported it. This concept

has been referred to in past riverine work as flow competence. It is based on the intuitive

notion that threshold shear stress can be inferred from the size of the largest particles

transported by open channel flow. This idea is applied here to the beach environment. To

do this the quantitative techniques employed in the riverine environment are modified to

apply to wave swash on boulder and gravel beaches. Therefore, the term wave

competence is used here to refer to the ability of waves to entrain boulders and gravel

particles composing a beach in a maimer similar to the concept of flow competence in

rivers.

There were three main objectives for this dissertation.

The first objective was to critically examine accepted flow competence

techniques as a method for assessing the mobility potential of bank-full

discharge for steep-gradient gravel- and boulder-bed rivers.

The second objective was to derive two wave competence equations for

boulders on a beach: one to estimate critical threshold mass and another to

estimate minimum stable mass.

The third objective was to derive two more equations that relate the

elevation of gravel beach crest, above a common water level datum, to the

wave forcing and the beach material.

Conclusions Applicable to Objective One

A reformatted Shields relation, z, = O.O45(p -p)gD6D, is used to estimate

the shear stress required to remobilize the maximum-size particles from 33 high-gradient

river reaches having bed material ranging in size from gravel to boulders. The analysis
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uses a mobility ratio, expressed as the shear stress during bank-fill conditions,

over the reformatted Shields entrainment stress calculated from the size

of the bed material. The mobility ratio, r / r, for bank-fill discharge is much less then

unity for most of the 33 sites examined. As the bed material becomes coarser the ability of

the bank-fill shear stress to reach critical threshold entrainment levels decreases (Fig. II-

4). Furthermore, nearly an order of magnitude increase in shear stress would be necessary

to entrain boulder size substratum (Fig. 11-4). Increasing discharge above bank-full

conditions would for the most part only cause inundation as the flood waters over top the

bank. This would not theoretically cause a sufficient increase in shear stress.

The reformatted Shields relation does not take into account collisions between

particles. This process would transfer momentum more efficiently to the bed than a clear

flow, and thereby, entrain larger grains than expected from only the fluid shear stress.

Therefore, it is concluded that the extension of the reformatted Shields equation to flood

deposits and boulder-bed rivers in order to estimate past hydraulic. conditions or to

determine flushing flows for regulated rivers could result in significant error.

Conclusions Applicable to Objective Two

The two formulas derived could be useful in the initial evaluation and design of

both static and dynamic revetments constructed with unconsolidated quarry stone. These

equations offer a significant improvement over the Hudson formula. Equation 111-41 was

derived to estimate the critical threshold mass, MR

PJBFUXRU32f

Kr(')gtanep)
(111-41)

With substitution of Hb in the derivation, an expression results having the form
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(111-42)
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where MH is the minimum stable mass. Equation 111-41 closely approximates the field

data of maximum entrained boulder mass (Fig. 111-5). Equation 111-41 more closely

approximates field data at wave heights greater than 4 m (Fig. 111-5). This "wave

competency" level of 4.25 m entrains the measured D90 grain size fraction (the grain size

fraction at which 90 % of the beach material is smaller) for Kiarna Beach. Under storm

conditions boulder interlocking and friction are second order factors relative to swash

velocity, run-up elevation and wave period. However, empirical testing of 111-41 to

determine appropriate empirical values for Kr would improve the results.

Increasing wave period will have the effect of transporting larger boulders due to

increased wave power. Estimates from equation 111-4 1 when compared with field data

(Fig. 111-5) and 111-42 when compared to a range of wave heights and periods (Figs. 111-6

& 7), support this conclusion. The advantage of equation 111-42 over the Hudson formula

is that it estimates unit mass in the static range without the need to estimate the value of

the stability coefficient, KD. Aiso of advantage is that both 111-4 1 and 111-42 estimate a

range of rock sizes appropriate for design rather than a single size. Moreover, both

equations 111-41 and 111-42 incorporate the important physical parameters acting on the

beach face: breaking wave height, wave period, swash velocity and elevation of the awash

run-up, as opposed to relying on an empirical fit with offshore wave conditions. Future

testing against field data are necessary to frilly evaluate the potential of the derived

equations.
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Conclusions Applicable to Objective Three

Two equations that relate the height of the beach crest to the wave forcing and the

beach material were derived. Both derivations rely on the assumption that gravel is thrown up

to form a beach crest or moved in a mode of high saltation during wave swash up the beach

slope. The estimate of crest height from equation Tv-il is a force balance expression relating

directly to the physical factors describing the beach material, the swash velocity, frequency

and associated drag as a function of the relative roughness of the beach face

h
1(p5.-p(gTD,tano'\
2

, j.

(TV-il)

The derivation of the second equation IV-15 relates the potential energy of a mass of beach

material elevated above some sea level datum to the wave energy that deposited it

h
P,,Hb

8m
(IV-15)

Both equations TV-il and TV-I 5 accurately estimated the crest height of one natural gravel

beach (Fig. IV-8). However, further field testing of these equations is required to fully

except their validity in predicting the elevation of a gravel beach crest.
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